<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Look ..... I There's a car coming!</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>through</td>
<td>out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>That is a ..... for disaster with an ongoing crisis.</td>
<td>clue</td>
<td>advise</td>
<td>receipt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>I didn't need any help. I did it ..... my own.</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>The twins are so alike that I can't ..... one from the other.</td>
<td>tail</td>
<td>say</td>
<td>tell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>I have no idea ..... bag this is.</td>
<td>who's</td>
<td>who</td>
<td>whose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>The job was more difficult than I ..... expected it to be.</td>
<td>had</td>
<td>might</td>
<td>would</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>I'll try to get in touch with him but he's ..... ever at home when I phone.</td>
<td>hardly</td>
<td>occasionally</td>
<td>rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>You ..... the accident if you had been more careful.</td>
<td>wouldn't have</td>
<td>can't have</td>
<td>will have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>..... six of my brothers want me to mend their socks.</td>
<td>Both of the</td>
<td>The others</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Our elder son who ..... on ahead suddenly stopped.</td>
<td>climbed</td>
<td>is climbing</td>
<td>had climbed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>&quot;I'd like to be in one of that ..... ,&quot; Paul said.</td>
<td>teachers classes</td>
<td>teacher's class</td>
<td>teacher's classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>He asked me ..... sheep were in the field.</td>
<td>what a lot of</td>
<td>what great number of</td>
<td>how many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>His first novel was much more exciting ..... any he has written since.</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>than</td>
<td>so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>I'll be waiting here till Peter .....</td>
<td>coming</td>
<td>came</td>
<td>comes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>It ..... no sense bringing coal to Newcastle.</td>
<td>does</td>
<td>makes</td>
<td>gives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>..... how hard I work, I never seem to get any praise.</td>
<td>Regardless</td>
<td>No matter</td>
<td>Not counting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>I have told him never ..... here again.</td>
<td>come</td>
<td>came</td>
<td>to come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Give her a telephone number to ring ..... she gets lost.</td>
<td>in case</td>
<td>perhaps</td>
<td>whether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>This book is sold in every country in the world ..... the United States.</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>without</td>
<td>except</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>&quot;Do you think it's going to rain?&quot; .....</td>
<td>I don't hope</td>
<td>I hope not</td>
<td>I don't hope so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Oh, I'm tired. I wish I ..... to bed earlier last night.</td>
<td>had gone</td>
<td>could go</td>
<td>went</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>We'll have to drive carefully ..... home.</td>
<td>in the way</td>
<td>on the way</td>
<td>in the way to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>While the builders were repairing the roof they ..... the bathroom window.</td>
<td>broke</td>
<td>was broken</td>
<td>break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>I ..... to the cinema once this year, so let's go tomorrow.</td>
<td>am not going</td>
<td>hadn't been</td>
<td>haven't been</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>You must ..... asleep on the train.</td>
<td>have been tired if you fall</td>
<td>have been tired if you fell</td>
<td>have been tired if you had fallen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OBRATTE**
26. The boss …… Miriam go home, she looked so ill.
   A/ forced        B/ ordered        C/ told        D/ made
27. The meeting took a long time because there were …… matters to be decided.
   A/ numerous      B/ all           C/ few         D/ enough
28. By the time you arrive ……
   A/ he left       B/ he'll have left  C/ he leaves   D/ he'll leave
29. Why don't you do something worthwhile with your time instead of just …… it !
   A/ spend         B/ wasting        C/ waste       D/ spending
30. He has to go to Canada for the next …… of his training.
   A/ step          B/ stand         C/ point       D/ stage
31. I had been …… him there.
   A/ hoped to meet  B/ hoping to meeting  C/ hoping to be met D/ hoping to meet
32. Every time the teacher asks a question, John …… the answer.
   A/ knew          B/ is knowing     C/ knows        D/ has known
33. You …… worry about paying the gas bill - I've already done it.
   A/ needn't       B/ might not     C/ can't        D/ daren't
34. We would very much appreciate a reply …… the end of the month.
   A/ on            B/ in            C/ by          D/ till
35. When she ran her business she ……working late.
   A/ used to       B/ was used to    C/ had used to  D/ was used
   A/ a few        B/ some          C/ the         D/ a
37. We'd rather you …… visit her just yet.
   A/ not to        B/ not          C/ wouldn't   D/ didn't
38. Let's do our best to help, …… we?
   A/ ought        B/ won't        C/ should      D/ shall
39. Did you hear …… I said?
   A/ which        B/ about what    C/ that       D/ what
40. A new school …… in the village next year.
   A/ will build    B/ is building   C/ is going to be built  D/ builds
41. No doctor would suggest …… medicine that isn't needed.
   A/ taking       B/ to taking   C/ to take       D/ you to take
42. They told me that the man …… is very strict.
   A/ what I'm going to work for B/ I'm going to work for  C/ for which I'm going to work  D/ which I'm going to work for
43. If you tried a bit harder, you …… actually succeed.
   A/ were         B/ will        C/ had         D/ might
44. There aren't …… many books in the library as there used to be.
   A/ so           B/ such        C/ rather      D/ quite
45. A soldier has to learn to carry …… orders as soon as they are given.
   A/ off          B/ out         C/ on          D/ through
46. My mother reminded …… the tickets on the way home.
   A/ me collecting B/ I must collect  C/ me to collect D/ that I collect
47. He spoke slowly and distinctly …… we could understand.
   A/ that         B/ in order     C/ so that     D/ as
48. …… comes a time when you have to make a decision and stick to it.
   A/ Therefore    B/ That        C/ it          D/ There
49. Her reason …… was to save the time.
   A/ to fly       B/ for flying    C/ of flying   D/ about flying
50. I'm afraid that it won't be possible ……
   A/ for my coming B/ for me to come  C/ that I will come D/ that I come
1. The new factory must be capable ... producing a range of different products.
   A/ of
   B/ at
   C/ from
   D/ in

2. Write to me and tell me ... about your holiday in Switzerland.
   A/ much
   B/ all
   C/ every
   D/ some

3. ... the heavy snow, we managed to get to the office on time.
   A/ However
   B/ While
   C/ In spite of
   D/ Although

4. I wish you ... me that Jack was your boy friend.
   A/ had told
   B/ have told
   C/ should tell
   D/ would have told

5. The students ... the library at ten o'clock last night.
   A/ leave
   B/ left
   C/ have left
   D/ had been leaving

6. ... to animals is forbidden by law.
   A/ Cruel
   B/ Cruelly
   C/ Cruelly
   D/ The cruel

7. ... about going to the cinema tonight?
   A/ Why
   B/ Whose
   C/ How
   D/ Who's

8. I'd have helped you if you ... me.
   A/ would ask
   B/ had asked
   C/ asked
   D/ would have asked

9. It's high time you ... that you're not the most important person in the world.
   A/ realised
   B/ were realised
   C/ to realise
   D/ should realise

10. As far as he's concerned, one piece of music is very much like ... .
    A/ one other
    B/ an other
    C/ other
    D/ another

11. "I don't like spinach." "...!"
    A/ Nor do I
    B/ So do I
    C/ I don't too
    D/ I neither

12. It was ... windy that half the trees were blown down.
    A/ so that
    B/ such
    C/ so
    D/ such a

13. ... reason to doubt his honesty, he is absolutely sincere.
    A/ There's no
    B/ There's any
    C/ It has every
    D/ It is no

14. I don't remember ... the front door when I left home this morning.
    A/ locking
    B/ to have locked
    C/ locked
    D/ to lock

15. It was so cold that ... anybody went swimming.
    A/ nearly
    B/ hardly
    C/ most
    D/ almost

16. I haven't bought any cigarettes because I ... smoking.
    A/ will be giving up
    B/ go to give up
    C/ am going to give up
    D/ give up

17. The film will ... next Friday at 7 p.m.
    A/ show
    B/ on show
    C/ have shown
    D/ be shown

18. I hadn't seen George for years, but when I saw him in the street, I ... him at once.
    A/ realized
    B/ remarked
    C/ remembered
    D/ reminded

19. Unless you ... me that pen immediately, I will throw this book at you.
    A/ have given
    B/ give
    C/ gave
    D/ were giving

20. We expected the house ... before we came home from our holiday.
    A/ to be building
    B/ to build
    C/ to be built
    D/ be built

21. We'd better ... at the next petrol station to fill up.
    A/ to stop
    B/ should stop
    C/ stop
    D/ stopped

22. The magazine comes out four times ... year.
    A/ in
    B/ the
    C/ a
    D/ one

23. The weather was warm and pleasant with ... a gentle wind to cool us down.
    A/ but
    B/ almost
    C/ just
    D/ nearly

24. This question is ... difficult for me.
    A/ too
    B/ too much
    C/ enough
    D/ so much

25. All the children in this family are gifted, but this one is ... gifted of all.
    A/ the less
    B/ the least
    C/ little
    D/ un-
26. Most of the things he loves were included ..... the list.
   A/ at  
   B/ into  
   C/ in  
   D/ with

27. Let the boy ..... it himself before you offer to help.
   A/ try  
   B/ to try  
   C/ trying  
   D/ will try

28. We're not sure if we can hold the barbecue yet. It depends ..... the weather.
   A/ on  
   B/ from  
   C/ for  
   D/ of

29. Some information has ..... but we still don't know what exactly is going on.
   A/ leaked out  
   B/ fallen through  
   C/ dropped in  
   D/ got away

30. I'm sure she'll do all she can ..... .
   A/ help  
   B/ for helping  
   C/ to help  
   D/ to helping

31. They're used ..... lies.
   A/ to say  
   B/ to tell  
   C/ speaking  
   D/ to telling

32. Wait ..... the film's over before telling me what you think of it.
   A/ until  
   B/ before  
   C/ to  
   D/ for

33. I can speak ..... German.
   A/ few  
   B/ a lot  
   C/ much  
   D/ a little

34. We know a lot of people ..... live in London.
   A/ who  
   B/ which  
   C/ what  
   D/ they

35. "The best ..... now is to write to her," my friend said.
   A/ thing that you do  
   B/ thing to do  
   C/ you should do  
   D/ to do

36. It'll be a year before we see him again ..... ?
   A/ won't we  
   B/ won't it  
   C/ don't we  
   D/ shan't it

37. I'll call you when I ..... time.
   A/ will have had  
   B/ would have  
   C/ will have  
   D/ have

38. I ..... along the motorway when I saw a restaurant so I stopped there.
   A/ was driven  
   B/ was driving  
   C/ was drifting  
   D/ has been driving

39. I suggest ..... an hour earlier this Friday.
   A/ to finish  
   B/ finishing  
   C/ the finish  
   D/ finish

40. Nobody trusts you anymore as you keep ..... about almost anything.
   A/ laying  
   B/ lying  
   C/ lying  
   D/ to lie

41. As soon as I saw the advertisement, I ..... the house agent.
   A/ have phoned  
   B/ phoned  
   C/ am phoning  
   D/ had phoned

42. They stared up into the sky until the noise of the rocket ..... .
   A/ wore off  
   B/ went out  
   C/ gave up  
   D/ died away

43. He found his book this morning but now he ..... his pen.
   A/ lost  
   B/ had lost  
   C/ loses  
   D/ has lost

44. She promised she ..... do it, but she didn't.
   A/ definitely  
   B/ was going  
   C/ would  
   D/ will

45. I am increasingly optimistic that we can ..... it changed.
   A/ get  
   B/ let  
   C/ be allowed  
   D/ had

46. I couldn't hear what she was ..... .
   A/ saying  
   B/ telling  
   C/ speaking  
   D/ talking

47. ..... it not for your help, I would never be able to manage.
   A/ Were  
   B/ Had  
   C/ Should  
   D/ Would

48. You ..... have been delighted when you won the competition.
   A/ could  
   B/ must  
   C/ may  
   D/ can

49. She is not thirsty so she doesn't feel like ..... .
   A/ drinking  
   B/ drink  
   C/ to drink  
   D/ she will drink

50. It's not fair that I ..... always have to do the washing-up.
   A/ would  
   B/ should  
   C/ must  
   D/ am to
1. ..... a computer can help you work much faster.
   A/ In having                  B/ By having                C/ Having                   D/ To have

2. If I ..... another 10,000 a year, I would consider myself rich.
   A/ would have                 B/ will have                 C/ had                     D/ had had

3. I ..... abroad next week.
   A/ going to                   B/ will be go                 C/ shall be go               D/ am going

4. Write your name and address on your bag in case you ..... it.
   A/ lose                      B/ loss                    C/ loose                   D/ will lose

5. I am disappointed in you. You have done ..... to help me.
   A/ very least                 B/ a little                C/ very small               D/ very little

6. “I really should go to the cinema more often!” “.....”
   A/ So should I                B/ I must too               C/ You must!                D/ I needn't

7. “I can't understand .....,” Mark said.
   A/ what happened              B/ what did happen        C/ that which did happen    D/ that which happened

8. My brother has been living in Peru ..... three years.
   A/ since                     B/ for                     C/ during                  D/ ago

9. She's not her sister. She's a cousin of ......
   A/ hers                      B/ she                     C/ her                     D/ her's

10. The ..... from London to Bristol takes two hours by car.
    A/ driving                   B/ journey                 C/ travel                   D/ voyage

11. ..... the children look like their mother.
    A/ Neither                   B/ Both                    C/ None of                 D/ Either

12. He came to the party ..... he hadn't been invited.
    A/ even                      B/ in spite                C/ although                D/ in case

13. We are ..... our house painted by a group of international students.
    A/ having                    B/ have                    C/ letting                 D/ making

14. This is exactly ..... I was looking for.
    A/ some job                  B/ job                     C/ the job                 D/ a job

15. Children in large families learn how to get ..... with other people.
    A/ along                     B/ away                    C/ across                  D/ through

16. “Can you read?” Mary said, ..... to the notice.
    A/ and angrily pointing      B/ pointing angrily        C/ angrily pointed         D/ and pointed angry

17. I'm next on the list to go out there, ..... ?
    A/ are I                     B/ aren't I                C/ don't I                  D/ am not I

18. Well, I think it's time we ..... on our way.
    A/ have been                 B/ were                    C/ will be                  D/ are

19. It was very ..... of you to give me a lift.
    A/ kind                      B/ grateful                C/ useful                  D/ friend

20. After ..... his medical course, he made research into the causes of heart disease.
    A/ being finished            B/ he had finished         C/ he would have finished  D/ finished

21. She took a deep breath and ..... the candles on the cake.
    A/ blew down                 B/ blew out                 C/ blew away               D/ blew up

22. A lot of children ..... parents were not very good at school often do well themselves.
    A/ whose                     B/ which                   C/ their                   D/ who

    A/ works                     B/ worked                  C/ has worked               D/ has been working

24. I am getting a divorce. I wish I ..... my first boyfriend.
    A/ shouldn't marry           B/ didn't marry             C/ wouldn't marry           D/ hadn't married

25. They moved to a bigger flat ..... more space.
    A/ for have                  B/ for having               C/ in order have            D/ to have

   OBJATTE
26. Some journalists are only ..... in gossip and scandal.  
A/ interest  B/ interesting  C/ interests  D/ interested

27. I looked everywhere but I couldn’t find ..... at all.  
A/ somebody  B/ anyone  C/ someone  D/ no one

28. You ..... blame yourself for the accident. It wasn’t your fault.  
A/ won’t  B/ mustn’t  C/ daren’t  D/ oughtn’t

29. Don’t invite John to dinner; I can’t stand his bad .....  
A/ mind  B/ mood  C/ temper  D/ character

30. You must follow him ..... he goes.  
A/ even  B/ wherever  C/ where  D/ in spite of

31. We have ..... no progress at all in our talks about a common agricultural policy.  
A/ been doing  B/ done  C/ been made  D/ made

32. Edward ..... goes to bed before midnight.  
A/ hardly ever  B/ almost ever  C/ seldom never  D/ hardly never

33. You really ..... have come to the party, because all our old friends were there.  
A/ must  B/ ought  C/ should  D/ may

34. Nothing is going to prevent me ..... my duty.  
A/ of doing  B/ against doing  C/ to do  D/ from doing

35. The higher the price you paid, the better ..... get.  
A/ the quality you would  B/ quality you’ll  C/ quality you must  D/ quality you would

36. In the ..... left-hand corner of the picture there is a white mark.  
A/ top  B/ high  C/ up  D/ front

37. Come on! I don’t want ..... the start of the match.  
A/ to lose  B/ to miss  C/ that we miss  D/ that we lose

38. Everything is going well. We ..... any problems so far.  
A/ aren’t having  B/ didn’t have  C/ haven’t had  D/ hadn’t

39. They have had ..... five times.  
A/ their windows to break  B/ broken their windows  C/ their windows broken  D/ breaking their windows

40. I think our team depends too heavily ..... a few very good players.  
A/ on  B/ with  C/ in  D/ for

41. He made me .....  
A/ to be angry  B/ be angry  C/ angry  D/ that I got angry

42. In a shop ..... customers.  
A/ there is important pleasing  B/ there is important to please  C/ it is important pleasing  D/ it is important to please

43. I sat biting my nails during the film; it was ..... exciting thriller.  
A/ such an  B/ so  C/ such  D/ the

44. I don’t like tea, so I ..... coffee for breakfast.  
A/ had generally drunk  B/ am generally drinking  C/ generally drink  D/ was generally drinking

45. My parents ..... that flat long time ago.  
A/ were promised  B/ have been promised  C/ were promising  D/ are promising

46. We’ve kept this seat for you. It’s ..... comfortable chair we have.  
A/ much too  B/ the very much  C/ the more  D/ the most

47. He ..... to see us if he had been able to.  
A/ came  B/ had come  C/ is coming  D/ would have come

48. That bag looks heavy ..... you with it.  
A/ I help  B/ I’ll help  C/ I’m going to helping  D/ I’m helping

49. I’m tired. I’d rather ..... out this evening, if you don’t mind.  
A/ not go  B/ not to go  C/ don’t go  D/ not going

50. I ..... have long hair but now it is short.  
A/ will not  B/ used to  C/ might  D/ did not
1. Last summer was ..., that the pond in the wood actually dried up.
   A/ such hot C/ such heat D/ so hot
   B/ too hot
2. Don't worry. You'll soon get used ..., ten hours a day.
   A/ to working C/ working D/ work
   B/ to work
3. Who ..., you there last week?
   A/ see C/ have seen D/ saw
   B/ did see
4. That's the girl ..., brother sits next to me at school.
   A/ that C/ whom D/ who
   B/ whose
5. You'd ..., hurry up or else you'll be late.
   A/ have to C/ rather D/ better
   B/ prefer
6. I won't go out now as it ..., and I haven't an umbrella.
   A/ rain C/ rains D/ is raining
   B/ will rain
7. I wish I ..., harder for my examinations.
   A/ work C/ had worked D/ would work
   B/ have worked
8. I'd like ..., information about trains, please.
   A/ a few C/ an D/ several
   B/ some
9. He paid ..., in five-pound notes.
   A/ the car for C/ for the car D/ the car
   B/ how much the car
10. She is a wonderful person. There are ..., people who would do the things she does.
    A/ few C/ few D/ much
    B/ more
26. The sun was shining and .. sky was blue.
   A/ this  B/ the  C/ -  D/ a
27. You really must .. an effort to study harder.
   A/ put  B/ make  C/ have  D/ do
28. I shan't go in the water until the sun .. out.
   A/ comes  B/ came  C/ will have come  D/ will come
29. The policeman stated that he .. the thief standing near the shop two days earlier.
   A/ sees  B/ had seen  C/ is seeing  D/ was seeing
30. I would really like to attend the .. and pay my last respect.
   A/ funeral  B/ engagement  C/ wedding  D/ marriage
31. I .. after eleven o'clock again.
   A/ do never work  B/ never working  C/ have never been working  D/ am never going to work
32. .. is a complete mystery how they ever got there in that car.
   A/ It  B/ Such  C/ There  D/ That
33. Climbing boots and helmets were provided so we .. bring our own.
   A/ need not  B/ didn't need to  C/ needn't have  D/ not needed
34. She is very old and hardly .. goes out.
   A/ almost  B/ never  C/ ever  D/ not
35. He promised ..
   A/ for being early  B/ be early  C/ his being early  D/ to be early
36. I'd be no good at First Aid because I can't .. the sight of blood.
   A/ have  B/ bear  C/ look  D/ resist
37. Don't worry about it. We all make .. sometimes.
   A/ faults  B/ mistakes  C/ wrongs  D/ doubts
38. I think he .. his time looking for a job there; they are not taking any staff on at present.
   A/ loses  B/ spends  C/ is wasting  D/ is missing
39. "I think we've missed the bus," ..
   A/ I didn't hope to  B/ I hope not  C/ I hope we don't  D/ I don't hope so
40. Mary, I .. earlier but I didn't have time.
   A/ should have rung  B/ had to ring  C/ ought to ring  D/ must have rung
41. I'll draw a map for you in case you .. find our house.
   A/ won't be able  B/ aren't able  C/ won't  D/ can't
42. While you .. to your sister, the little boy ran into the road.
   A/ talking  B/ were talking  C/ had talked  D/ have been talking
43. Luckily, he remembered .. up with petrol, so he didn't run out.
   A/ filling  B/ having filled  C/ filled  D/ to fill
44. He kept .. advice.
   A/ to give me  B/ me give  C/ giving me  D/ give me
45. They didn't sign the contract because there were a number of points they couldn't agree ..
   A/ on  B/ in  C/ into  D/ at
46. John .. tennis once or twice a week.
   A/ is usually playing  B/ usually plays  C/ is playing usually  D/ plays usually
47. Are you afraid .. snakes?
   A/ about  B/ on  C/ over  D/ of
48. Learning a computer language is not the same .. learning a real language.
   A/ as  B/ then  C/ like  D/ then
49. She has a very good job .. that travel agency.
   A/ along  B/ in  C/ by  D/ to
50. There are a lot of mistakes in this exercise. I'll have to .. it again with you.
   A/ come through  B/ get by  C/ go over  D/ repass
1. Secure your house before going away because .... are common in this area.
   A/ robberies       B/ shoplifting       C/ pickpockets       D/ burglaries
2. Leave it in the oven until it ..... brown.
   A/ turns          B/ will turn         C/ turned            D/ colours
3. Haven't you started ..... the answer?
   A/ write          B/ them to write     C/ how to write     D/ writing
   B/ in spite of    D/ even
4. They won't believe me ..... I swear it is true.
   A/ in spite of    B/ even            C/ whatever         D/ even if
5. He was busy when I phoned, but I ..... until he was free.
   A/ was hanging    B/ was hanging off  C/ hung on         D/ hung back
6. He ..... me that he would come at midday.
   A/ talked         B/ reported         C/ told             D/ said
7. Could you please pass me ..... book lying on the table?
   A/ -              B/ these           C/ such             D/ the
8. There wasn't ..... news in his letter.
   A/ a large number of   B/ hardly any  C/ a great many     D/ a great deal of
9. If I ..... working immediately, it would have been all right.
   A/ had stopped      B/ would have stopped  C/ would stop     D/ stopped
10. If you can type ..... she can, you must be very good indeed.
    A/ as quickly as    B/ quicker as     C/ as more quickly as    D/ quicker than
11. When I saw you yesterday, you ..... in the garden.
    A/ have been sitting  B/ seated       C/ have sat        D/ were sitting
12. So ..... people came to the theatre that they had to cancel the performance.
    A/ a few            B/ a little       C/ little         D/ few
13. ..... traffic in the city center at rush hour.
    A/ There's always heavy   B/ There's always many  C/ It is always much    D/ It is always heavy
14. I am ..... of making excuses for your rudeness to our friends.
    A/ tired            B/ annoyed       C/ angry           D/ worried
15. He is normally ..... in any emergency.
    A/ so calmly        B/ calm enough    C/ enough calm     D/ much calm
16. I didn't recognise him ..... he said we had met before.
    A/ despite         B/ however       C/ although        D/ unless
17. My speech isn't ready yet but I'll have time to prepare it ..... the journey.
    A/ for              B/ in            C/ during          D/ through
18. They want ..... for an interview next week.
    A/ her coming      B/ her to come    C/ that she comes  D/ she will come
19. We have many different ..... on the shelves, madam.
    A/ toothbrushes     B/ toothbrush    C/ toothbrushes    D/ toothbrushes
20. There are chestnut trees on ..... side of the path.
    A/ other            B/ either         C/ both            D/ double
21. After a couple of years the heat gets too much, .....?
    A/ didn't it        B/ won't it      C/ did it          D/ doesn't it
22. The police-officer asked us what ..... doing.
    A/ would we         B/ we did        C/ we had           D/ we were
23. When the rain ..... we'll go out.
    A/ stops            B/ stopped        C/ is stopping     D/ will stop
24. ..... you open the window, please?
    A/ Will             B/ Need          C/ Shall           D/ May
25. It will cost a lot of money to have ..... 
    A/ made that work   B/ that work done  C/ done that work  D/ that work made

DOBATTE
28. I could tell he was pleased ..... the expression on his face.
   A/ for B/ at C/ in D/ by
27. "Have you visited Edinburgh?" ..... "
   A/ Ever B/ Not ever C/ Already D/ Not yet
28. He told me that he ..... he might have failed the exam.
   A/ is thinking B/ thought C/ has been thinking D/ thinks
29. I wouldn't do that if I ..... you.
   A/ were B/ have been C/ am D/ will be
30. Membership of the club, ..... costs $15 a year, is only open to people over the age of 60.
   A/ that B/ this C/ which D/ what
31. We can't offer you a sandwich because we've run ..... bread.
   A/ off with B/ out from C/ away from D/ out of
32. I wish things ..... like before.
   A/ would be B/ were C/ have been D/ used to be
33. It's no ..... trying to persuade her. She's already made up her mind.
   A/ benefit B/ advantage C/ point D/ use
34. I feel really tired today, I ..... so late last night.
   A/ didn't stay up B/ must stay up C/ should stay up D/ shouldn't have stayed up
35. Every old house has ..... strange stories.
   A/ the B/ its C/ their D/ his
36. Ann agreed to stay behind; she was used to ..... late.
   A/ work B/ have worked C/ being worked D/ working
37. I hope that you have read the contract and you understand ..... it means.
   A/ that B/ how C/ what D/ which
38. You have to pay a fine if you ..... your library books on time
   A/ return B/ will not return C/ do not return D/ has returned
39. I know he failed his last test, but he really is ..... but stupid.
   A/ something B/ any C/ nothing D/ anything
40. The strategy prevents other firms ..... entering the market.
   A/ before B/ against C/ from D/ for
41. ..... we had been invited to dinner, we wore our best suits.
   A/ if B/ Though C/ if so D/ As
42. Jane suggested ..... the afternoon at the swimming pool.
   A/ spending B/ spend C/ to spend D/ the spend
43. I'm not sure if the new tax is ..... a good idea after all.
   A/ such B/ as C/ much D/ so
44. I am not sure ..... the green coat is.
   A/ whom B/ who C/ whose D/ who's
45. People often laugh at stories ..... told by seamen
   A/ which have been B/ which have being C/ which D/ which have
46. I was getting out of my car when I saw her ..... by.
   A/ passes B/ pass C/ passed D/ to pass
47. He wanted to talk to me but I kept ..... working and refused to listen.
   A/ on B/ to C/ off D/ out
48. I ..... rather go to Ireland than to Scotland for my holiday.
   A/ would B/ could C/ had D/ did
49. You remind me ..... my sister.
   A/ of B/ - C/ to D/ on
50. How long ..... glasses? They suit you.
   A/ are you wearing B/ were you C/ have you been wearing D/ do you wear
1. Here is the picture ....... in the shop window.
   A/ that saw it   B/ that you saw it   C/ you saw it   D/ you saw

2. At ten o'clock he ....... a letter to the Prime Minister, but he didn't finish it.
   A/ wrote   B/ has written   C/ had written   D/ was writing

3. There were two answers, and ....... was right.
   A/ no   B/ not any   C/ neither   D/ no one

4. She ....... him of wanting to marry her for money.
   A/ cursed   B/ accused   C/ warned   D/ blamed

5. The batteries in this radio need ....... .
   A/ changing   B/ change   C/ to be changing   D/ to change

6. ....... is so expensive these days.
   A/ All   B/ Each   C/ Plenty   D/ Everything

7. A small problem has ....... in connection with the renewal of the visa.
   A/ arisen   B/ risen   C/ raised   D/ risen up

8. They were requested ....... the meetings.
   A/ that they attend   B/ him to attend   C/ attend   D/ to attend

9. Put the umbrella in the car in ....... it rains.
   A/ fact   B/ effect   C/ case   D/ spite

10. It is very appropriate that the prize ....... go to such a young architect.
    A/ should   B/ need   C/ might   D/ could

11. ....... you work harder, you are going to fail your exams.
    A/ Although   B/ Unless   C/ if   D/ Because

12. They think we should ....... our traditional eating habits completely.
    A/ give up   B/ give in   C/ take over   D/ go without

13. This weather is ....... we had this time last year.
    A/ worse than   B/ worse like   C/ the worst   D/ as worse as

14. Why don't you make Paul ....... in bed? He's got a temperature.
    A/ should stay   B/ stay   C/ staying   D/ to stay

15. My uncle was ....... annoyed at missing the bus that he shook his fist.
    A/ so   B/ such   C/ as   D/ how

16. He has gone to fetch the animals ....... are drinking in the river.
    A/ who   B/ they   C/ that   D/ -

17. Our team ....... every match so far this year, but we still have three more games to play.
    A/ had won   B/ was winning   C/ has won   D/ wins

18. He said he ....... back the money for the sake of peace in the town.
    A/ has paid   B/ will pay   C/ would pay   D/ would be to pay

19. Bob is captain of our team, and we have confidence ....... him.
    A/ on   B/ to   C/ with   D/ in

20. "Thank goodness you have come ....... I" she exclaimed in relief.
    A/ at the end   B/ lastly   C/ at last   D/ final

21. I will come tomorrow if i ....... time.
    A/ will have   B/ have   C/ am having   D/ had

22. ....... you put your toys away.
    A/ It's the time   B/ There is a time   C/ It's time   D/ There's time

23. ....... of them understood him.
    A/ None   B/ Someone   C/ Anyone   D/ No one

24. We ....... with him if he came before ten o'clock tonight.
    A/ would have gone   B/ would go   C/ will go   D/ went

25. Their washing machine was out of ....... , so they couldn't wash any clothes.
    A/ activity   B/ order   C/ work   D/ condition
26. You have to pay more if you have ...... 
   A/ a lot baggage  
   B/ many baggage  
   C/ excess baggage  
   D/ excess baggages

27. As long as they ..... stay for more than a few days, they can sleep at my flat. 
   A/ shan't  
   B/ wouldn't  
   C/ don't  
   D/ didn't

28. I don't particularly like the climate here .... I believe it is very healthy. 
   A/ as  
   B/ when  
   C/ because  
   D/ although

29. I can ..... with most things but I cannot stand noisy children. 
   A/ put on  
   B/ put aside  
   C/ put up  
   D/ put off

30. Please don't make so much noise. I ...... 
   A/ am studying  
   B/ study  
   C/ study hard  
   D/ am doing study

31. Ann works in a shop and ....... 
   A/ so does John  
   B/ John does either  
   C/ so John does  
   D/ that does John

32. I am sure it ..... in his mind that he would not work there forever. 
   A/ has to be  
   B/ must be  
   C/ had to be  
   D/ must have been

33. Because nobody admitted breaking the window, the ..... class was kept in after school. 
   A/ each  
   B/ whole  
   C/ every  
   D/ all

34. May I apologise ..... being so late? 
   A/ myself  
   B/ -  
   C/ for  
   D/ my self for

35. I saw the Secretary of the Club yesterday but he didn't ..... anything about it. 
   A/ talk  
   B/ tell  
   C/ say  
   D/ speak

36. Everyone looked serious, but I couldn't help ..... 
   A/ laughing  
   B/ to be laughing  
   C/ to laugh  
   D/ being laughed

37. Tom said, "Please tell me about it, ..... you if I've heard the story before." 
   A/ I'm stopping  
   B/ I'll stop  
   C/ I've stopped  
   D/ I stopped

38. You can borrow my computer, but don't let anyone ..... use it. 
   A/ more  
   B/ other  
   C/ else  
   D/ different

39. You travelled by train, didn't you. - I'd rather ..... by air. 
   A/ had gone  
   B/ gone  
   C/ to go  
   D/ have gone

40. When Jane came to Britain, she had to get used ..... on the left. 
   A/ driven  
   B/ driving  
   C/ to drive  
   D/ to driving

41. My father would have died if the doctors ..... on him. 
   A/ hadn't operated  
   B/ operated  
   C/ wouldn't operate  
   D/ didn't operate

42. I can't understand why you ..... this book. I'm sure you'd enjoy it. 
   A/ have never read  
   B/ were never reading  
   C/ had never read  
   D/ are never reading

43. Let's meet again next year, ..... ? 
   A/ isn't it  
   B/ shall we  
   C/ are we  
   D/ do we

44. When ..... up yesterday? 
   A/ did you wake  
   B/ woke you  
   C/ you woke  
   D/ wake you

45. We have been ..... business with that company since 1990. 
   A/ growing  
   B/ doing  
   C/ making  
   D/ working

46. He writes each appointment in his diary ..... forget it. 
   A/ so as not to  
   B/ in order to  
   C/ for not to  
   D/ because

47. Those trees ..... down before the rains begin. 
   A/ are cutting  
   B/ will cut  
   C/ will be cut  
   D/ cut

48. She seems very keen on discipline but I wonder ..... in class. 
   A/ how is she  
   B/ what she is like  
   C/ is she like  
   D/ how will she be

49. If only I ..... some money on me! 
   A/ would have  
   B/ hadn't  
   C/ have  
   D/ had

50. Traveling to Paris ..... air is quicker than driving. 
   A/ over  
   B/ through  
   C/ on  
   D/ by
<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Unfortunately the train ..... by the time I reached the station.</td>
<td>A/ had been leaving</td>
<td>B/ had left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>I have never met ..... interesting person.</td>
<td>A/ so a</td>
<td>B/ such</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The spy dyed his hair ..... he wouldn't be recognised.</td>
<td>A/ so that</td>
<td>B/ in order to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Most of the cattle ..... under the trees.</td>
<td>A/ is laying</td>
<td>B/ is lying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>I rang him up before ..... Rome.</td>
<td>A/ to leave</td>
<td>B/ left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>You ..... to eat it if you don't feel like it.</td>
<td>A/ haven't</td>
<td>B/ mustn't</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>I'll be very surprised if you ..... the exam.</td>
<td>A/ won't pass</td>
<td>B/ don't pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>I won't tell anyone ..... happened.</td>
<td>A/ whichever</td>
<td>B/ that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Some people take ..... sugar with tea.</td>
<td>A/ a</td>
<td>B/ a lot of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>His handwriting is very bad. I can't ..... out his signature.</td>
<td>A/ decipher</td>
<td>B/ make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Since my brother died, my closest ..... is my cousin.</td>
<td>A/ parent</td>
<td>B/ related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>There is a marvellous collection ..... paintings in the National Gallery.</td>
<td>A/ for</td>
<td>B/ with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>I couldn't do it all by myself. I wish George ..... me.</td>
<td>A/ helped</td>
<td>B/ is helping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>&quot;How's the old man?&quot; &quot; ..... &quot;</td>
<td>A/ Mr Smith is the old man.</td>
<td>B/ He's much better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>We're short ..... staff in our office at the moment.</td>
<td>A/ in</td>
<td>B/ about</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>First he must pay for the damage to the car and then you may let him ..... again.</td>
<td>A/ driven</td>
<td>B/ driving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Don't say anything just now - wait until Tom .....</td>
<td>A/ doesn't leave</td>
<td>B/ doesn't go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>In some parks visitors are requested to keep ..... the grass.</td>
<td>A/ out</td>
<td>B/ off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>..... a sharp increase in the number of burglaries in this area recently.</td>
<td>A/ There has been</td>
<td>B/ It has been</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>I'd rather ..... on the land than in a factory.</td>
<td>A/ work</td>
<td>B/ to work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>At that time we ..... ourselves on holiday at a campsite.</td>
<td>A/ enjoyed</td>
<td>B/ were enjoying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>There is no need to take two ..... for a day's climbing.</td>
<td>A/ pairs of boots</td>
<td>B/ pairs of boot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>He'd done that before ..... he?</td>
<td>A/ hadn't had</td>
<td>B/ hadn't</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>The box is too heavy for me to .....</td>
<td>A/ lift it</td>
<td>B/ be lifted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>..... many times I tell him, he always forgets to pass on phone messages.</td>
<td>A/ However</td>
<td>B/ Wherever</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Obrazte**
26. He used to visit us every week but he ... now.
   A/ rarely comes  B/ rarely came  C/ is rarely coming  D/ has rarely come

27. You must always ... us the truth.
   A/ tell  B/ speak  C/ confess  D/ say

28. I'm going to ... my dress dry-cleaned.
   A/ take  B/ make  C/ send  D/ have

29. "I ... you all," she said, as she ran out of the room in tears.
   A/ hate  B/ would hate  C/ can hate  D/ am hating

30. I wouldn't go and see that film, if I were you. It's incredibly ... .
   A/ bores  B/ boring  C/ bored  D/ bore

31. ... person who damages the trees in the park will be prosecuted.
   A/ Any  B/ All  C/ Some  D/ The

32. I ... better today if I hadn't been at the party last night.
   A/ can feel  B/ have felt  C/ would feel  D/ would have felt

33. She explained ... .
   A/ me to make it  B/ me how to make it  C/ me make it  D/ how to make it

34. I wanted to go alone but they insisted ... with me.
   A/ for coming  B/ on coming  C/ on come  D/ for come

35. ... after trying three times, he passed the examination.
   A/ Last of all  B/ Last  C/ At last  D/ Lastly

36. We are all looking forward ... you when you next come to England.
   A/ to see  B/ for seeing  C/ to seeing  D/ see

37. The children were ... by the television programme.
   A/ fascinating  B/ fascinate  C/ fascinated  D/ fascination

38. I demand to speak to the person ... is in charge here.
   A/ where  B/ whose  C/ which  D/ who

39. It's two years ... . Joe.
   A/ that I haven't seen  B/ since I didn't see  C/ that I don't see  D/ since I saw

40. Some biscuits? Yes, ... . Thanks.
   A/ a some  B/ a little  C/ a few  D/ little

41. He was brave; ... soldier fought so bravely in that battle.
   A/ no another  B/ no other  C/ no others  D/ none others

42. You can come with me to the shops but you ... if you don't want to.
   A/ mustn't  B/ can't  C/ haven't  D/ needn't

43. If I ... I'd go out more.
   A/ wouldn't marry  B/ wasn't married  C/ haven't married  D/ didn't marry

44. You can borrow the car ... you promise to drive carefully.
   A/ as long as  B/ so that  C/ for  D/ while

45. My brother has ... friends than I do.
   A/ small  B/ fewer  C/ less  D/ few

46. We used ... In a village but now we live in London.
   A/ to live  B/ to living  C/ living  D/ live

47. Pauline is seriously interested in learning ... Spanish.
   A/ any  B/ the  C/ -  D/ a

48. ... the heat, she is wearing a heavy jacket.
   A/ Although  B/ However  C/ Despite  D/ Because

49. If you want to learn something, you had better ... attention in class.
   A/ pay  B/ paid  C/ to pay  D/ paying

50. While you ... in the bar all day, your wife was working like a slave.
   A/ did drink  B/ were drinking  C/ had been drinking  D/ have drunk
1. She practises playing the piano ... than I do.
   A/ more regularly  B/ quite regularly  C/ as regularly  D/ most regularly
2. Unless we ... we'll be late.
   A/ are hurried  B/ don't hurry  C/ will hurry  D/ hurry
3. The front gate needs ...
   A/ be mended  B/ mending  C/ to mend  D/ mend
4. But Andrew, I'm your friend, ...?
   A/ isn't it  B/ haven't I  C/ it's true  D/ aren't I
5. I'm sorry I can't pay for you as well because I haven't got ... money on me.
   A/ plenty  B/ lots  C/ some  D/ much
6. A notice on the gate said "Beware ... the dog."
   A/ to  B/ from  C/ for  D/ of
7. Tell me ... there is anything special that you would like to do.
   A/ that  B/ which  C/ if  D/ so
8. One ... of public transport is its unreliability.
   A/ disadvantage  B/ disorder  C/ dislike  D/ disappointment
9. I ... seeing you again next term.
   A/ look forward to  B/ hope I  C/ expect to  D/ shall be happy
10. I meant to bake a cake, but I ... time to do it today.
    A/ hadn't had  B/ am not having  C/ haven't had  D/ wasn't having
11. If I were you I ... go to the doctor tomorrow.
    A/ would  B/ will  C/ could  D/ must
12. It is high time you ... another language.
    A/ learn  B/ will learn  C/ learned  D/ are learning
13. If you don't feel well, you ... better go to bed.
    A/ would  B/ had  C/ may  D/ are
14. ... I like your neighbours, I'm not sure that I trust them.
    A/ Although  B/ However  C/ Despite  D/ In spite of
15. It's very difficult to find ... work at the moment.
    A/ a  B/ the  C/ -  D/ this
16. She has got more work than she can cope ...
    A/ up  B/ for  C/ with  D/ to
17. The common cold will have been cured ... the year 2010.
    A/ by  B/ to  C/ from  D/ until
18. ... anything this evening?
    A/ Do you do  B/ You do  C/ Are you doing  D/ What do you do
19. They promised to write ... we never heard from them again.
    A/ except  B/ despite  C/ but  D/ because
20. I usually go to bed at eleven, so I ... peacefully at midnight.
    A/ shall probably have dreamt  B/ shall probably be dreaming  C/ would probably have dreamt  D/ probably dreaming
21. She ... down and cried when she heard the bad news.
    A/ broke  B/ broken  C/ broked  D/ breaking
22. John's father ordered ... not to stay out late at night.
    A/ him  B/ that he  C/ for him  D/ to him
23. This house has been up ... sale for over a year now.
    A/ to  B/ for  C/ in  D/ at
24. It was a poor game. We had never before played ... storm.
    A/ in so a  B/ in a such  C/ in so  D/ in such a
25. They wanted to go ... no one would ever look for them.
    A/ the place  B/ whatever  C/ at where  D/ where

CRRATTE
26. He asked me ..... to stay.
   A/ how long was I going  B/ how long time was I going  C/ how long I was going  D/ how long time I was going

27. Very few countries in the world ..... by monarchs.
   A/ now ruled  B/ now ruling  C/ are now ruled  D/ now rule

28. She ..... type at 40 words per minute.
   A/ dare  B/ need  C/ ought  D/ can

29. "I'm very grateful for your help." ..... "
   A/ Yes  B/ Don't mind it  C/ Not at all  D/ It doesn't matter

30. His boss ..... him to take more care over his work.
   A/ advised  B/ suggested  C/ considered  D/ mentioned

31. I find it so difficult to make friends. I wish I ..... make friends easily.
   A/ could  B/ would be able to  C/ would  D/ had made

32. She let the children ..... to play.
   A/ going out  B/ go out  C/ to go out  D/ that they went out

33. Although Don didn't study very much for the exam he passed it. The exam ..... very difficult.
   A/ should be  B/ can't have been  C/ must have been  D/ could be

34. Would it be alright ..... you the composition next week?
   A/ my giving  B/ if I gave  C/ if I give  D/ for to give

35. The table was so heavy I could ..... lift it.
   A/ even  B/ nearly  C/ almost  D/ hardly

36. The house ..... he lives in needs repairing.
   A/ what  B/ whose  C/ -  D/ where

37. On holiday I ..... on the beach when the weather was fine.
   A/ am always  B/ was always  C/ always used to  D/ always will be

38. If he had treated her well, she ..... him.
   A/ won't leave  B/ had left  C/ doesn't leave  D/ wouldn't have left

39. ..... of the three boys got a prize.
   A/ Each  B/ Both  C/ A few  D/ Every

40. It ..... that if you wanted to be a powerful woman you had to dress in a masculine way.
   A/ use to being  B/ is used to be  C/ used to be  D/ used to being

41. It's only a little way to the station, so we might as ..... walk.
   A/ well  B/ good  C/ quick  D/ now

42. The electric kettle I bought from you yesterday doesn't ..... .
   A/ cook  B/ boiled  C/ work  D/ run

43. Baby birds depend ..... their parents for food.
   A/ for  B/ of  C/ on  D/ by

44. He ..... in his homework.
   A/ made a lot of faults  B/ made a lot of mistakes  C/ did a lot of errors  D/ did a lot of mistakes

45. I find her husband unbearable, and I can't imagine how she can put ..... his awful behaviour.
   A/ on to  B/ away from  C/ down to  D/ up with

46. I went to ..... some pictures by a new painter the other day.
   A/ look at  B/ watch  C/ visit  D/ see to

47. I've got some eggs here, but not ..... .
   A/ good many  B/ much  C/ a lot of  D/ many

48. When she asked me I ..... a few days to think about it.
   A/ told her I liked  B/ explained her I liked  C/ told her I'd like  D/ explained her I'd like

49. When I asked him if he was telling the truth, he .....: "I don't know what you mean."
   A/ replies  B/ was replying  C/ replied  D/ has replied

50. The first thing they did when they met was to hug ..... .
   A/ someone else  B/ themselves  C/ each other  D/ each another
26. I feel rather cold. I wish I .... my pullover with me.
   A/ brought  B/ bring  C/ had brought  D/ would bring
27. This cloth .... very thin.
   A/ holds  B/ handles  C/ touched  D/ feels
28. He didn't go into detail on the subject. he spoke in ....
   A/ regular  B/ common  C/ general  D/ ordinary
29. Ever since he was in junior school Nicholas .... to become a doctor.
   A/ has wanted  B/ wants  C/ wanted  D/ has been wanting
30. ..... people came than I expected.
   A/ Less  B/ Few  C/ Another  D/ Other
31. His suit was badly made and didn't ..... him properly.
   A/ fit  B/ meet  C/ round  D/ frame
32. He was ..... tired to go on.
   A/ too  B/ so  C/ too much  D/ enough
33. It's high time you ..... work.
   A/ will start  B/ started  C/ to start  D/ start
34. When I answered the phone, my girl friend ..... "hello".
   A/ was saying  B/ told  C/ was telling  D/ said
35. I'm very busy, so please don't disturb me ..... it's urgent.
   A/ while  B/ since  C/ if  D/ unless
36. Please tell the children to stop ..... my dog.
   A/ shocking  B/ trying  C/ laughing  D/ teasing
37. The truth of the matter is ..... from that newspaper report.
   A/ different  B/ not the same  C/ the opposite  D/ unlike
38. It was purely ..... chance that the mistake was discovered.
   A/ from  B/ by  C/ in  D/ as
39. You'd better ..... an umbrella. It is going to rain.
   A/ take  B/ took  C/ to take  D/ have taken
40. We searched for the two boys everywhere, but ..... was to be found.
   A/ both  B/ either  C/ neither  D/ none
41. I'm really exhausted! I'm not used to ..... so hard.
   A/ worked  B/ have worked  C/ working  D/ work
42. Could I introduce you ..... Mr Wallers, our new Managing Director?
   A/ for  B/ with  C/ at  D/ to
43. ..... him busy in his garage, I said I would call again later.
   A/ To find  B/ As finding  C/ Finding  D/ When found
44. He's ..... his sister.
   A/ more taller than  B/ much taller than  C/ much taller that  D/ much more taller than
45. I decided to stay at home last night. I would have gone out if I ..... so tired.
   A/ hadn't been  B/ weren't  C/ wasn't  D/ wouldn't have been
46. The gunman ..... the pilot of the plane to change direction.
   A/ demanded  B/ forced  C/ controlled  D/ made
47. I ..... see you tomorrow, I'm not sure.
   A/ might  B/ maybe  C/ possibly  D/ will
48. Since he spoke about the subject so indirectly, it was difficult to see what he was ..... 
   A/ getting in  B/ getting at  C/ getting up  D/ getting on
49. The church is on ..... side of the street from the Post Office.
   A/ the different  B/ the other  C/ another  D/ other
50. By the time we finish the quarter, we ..... a clear view of the strategy
   A/ have  B/ would have had  C/ had  D/ will have had
1. I recently went back to the town .... I was born.
   A/ which          B/ where          C/ that          D/ whereas

2. Last week John ..... his leg.
   A/ felt and broken  B/ feels and breaks  C/ fell and broke  D/ fallen and broken

3. He didn't thank me for the present. That's ..... annoyed me.
   A/ what          B/ the which      C/ the thing what   D/ that which

4. We ..... to the station because we knew that the train would be overdue.
   A/ didn't have to hurry       B/ could hurry      C/ ought hurry  D/ hadn't to hurry

5. Global warming ..... by the build up of greenhouse gas.
   A/ may be caused        B/ will cause            C/ may cause    D/ is causing

6. Stop ..... about the problem. We must find the solution today.
   A/ think          B/ have thought       C/ to think      D/ thinking

7. Who is the girl you ..... at the cinema last night?
   A/ have recognised    B/ were recognising  C/ recognise    D/ recognised

8. "I won't go to the cinema this week." " ..... "
   A/ Neither I will    B/ Nor I will go   C/ Neither will I   D/ Nor go I

9. By the time you ..... back, everything will be ready.
   A/ came          B/ will come     C/ comes            D/ come

10. We had ..... hard time trying to persuade him that we gave up.
    A/ such          B/ so            C/ so a             D/ such a

11. If you give him the keys, my servant ..... your car tomorrow.
    A/ will wash      B/ would be washing  C/ is washing     D/ washes

12. If I ..... so tired, I'd come out with you.
    A/ didn't feel     B/ felt         C/ fell             D/ wouldn't feel

13. Charles D. ..... on 7 February 1812.
    A/ born          B/ was born      C/ is born          D/ was birth

14. Shut the door, ..... ?
    A/ can you       B/ do you        C/ don't you       D/ will you

15. I've got her business card, but strangely I don't ..... meeting her.
    A/ memorize      B/ remind         C/ forget           D/ recall

    A/ that she will buy  B/ that I should buy  C/ to buy  D/ me to buy

17. Hurry up if you want to buy something because there's ..... left.
    A/ hardly something  B/ hardly other   C/ hardly little   D/ hardly anything

18. I wasn't sure whether I ..... him an invitation already.
    A/ sent          B/ had been sending   C/ had sent       D/ have sent

19. I am very ..... in information about your company's holiday.
    A/ interesting     B/ bored          C/ interested      D/ concerned

20. The king promised ..... some money.
    A/ to give him  B/ give him         C/ him give        D/ giving him

21. ..... we get some rain soon, there will be little fruit this summer.
    A/ In case       B/ Provided         C/ if              D/ Unless

22. He is inclined to let his enthusiasm run ..... him.
    A/ of          B/ through            C/ away with       D/ into

23. ..... the patient's condition is serious, she seems to be out of danger.
    A/ Despite  B/ in spite of        C/ Although         D/ However

24. I earn $20,000 ..... year.
    A/ one          B/ a               C/ the              D/ last

25. I don't want ..... any mistakes.
    A/ you to make  B/ you make them    C/ to make you      D/ that you make
1. China, ... the WTO accepted in 2001, was often criticized for its human rights record.
   A/ whose  B/ that  C/ which  D/ -

2. If it ...... I'd have gone for a walk.
   A/ hadn't rained  B/ didn't rain  C/ wouldn't have rained  D/ wasn't raining

3. She tried to prevent the dog ...... running into the road.
   A/ from  B/ against  C/ to  D/ for

4. There are many people looking for work but ...... job vacancies.
   A/ little  B/ few  C/ a few  D/ hardly

5. I ...... up before six o'clock this morning.
   A/ stood  B/ rose  C/ got  D/ awoke

6. Belinda usually ...... in getting her own way.
   A/ managed  B/ realised  C/ succeeded  D/ achieved

7. I can't let you ...... the dog.
   A/ to beat  B/ not to beat  C/ beat  D/ beating

8. It is time you ......
   A/ went  B/ for you going  C/ for you to go  D/ that you go

9. We hadn't quite reached the gate ...... Jane fell.
   A/ that  B/ than  C/ which  D/ when

10. I haven't met him yet and I don't know ......
    A/ how he is  B/ what is he like  C/ how is he  D/ what he is like

11. I like the red dress and the pink shoes. The trouble is that they don't ...... very well.
    A/ match not each other  B/ go on with the other  C/ go with each other  D/ match themselves

12. "I never take sugar in my tea."
    A/ Do you? I don't  B/ So do I  C/ Never do I  D/ Neither do I

13. Have I ...... you about how Mary is getting on at college?
    A/ told  B/ answered  C/ said  D/ explained

14. ...... eventually brought to the shore, it was found to be very long.
    A/ Been  B/ To be  C/ On being  D/ When it was being

15. I don't know what I ...... spent all my money on!
    A/ have  B/ had  C/ must  D/ can't have

16. When I was in the hotel my money ......
    A/ were stealing  B/ was stolen  C/ were stolen  D/ has been stolen

17. They shared ......
    A/ a taxi with me  B/ a taxi to me  C/ me a taxi  D/ on me a taxi

18. He gave us ...... we couldn't move for an hour afterwards.
    A/ a such huge meal  B/ so a huge meal that  C/ such a huge meal that  D/ so huge meal that

19. This homework must ...... by the end of May.
    A/ be done  B/ be doing  C/ done  D/ do

20. You ...... progress since September.
    A/ did a  B/ have made  C/ have done  D/ made a

21. I expect you'd rather be at home right now, ...... ?
    A/ wouldn't you  B/ weren't you  C/ hadn't you  D/ didn't you

22. Tom is looking forward to ...... his new job on Monday.
    A/ be starting  B/ starting  C/ be started  D/ start

23. I ...... tennis a lot, but now I'm too lazy.
    A/ used playing  B/ used play  C/ was used to play  D/ used to play

24. Smoking is a dirty ......
    A/ custom.  B/ habit  C/ fashion  D/ manner

25. Children have to stay at school until they ...... 15.
    A/ will be  B/ are  C/ won't be  D/ aren't
26. If you eat too much of that cheese, you may feel ill.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   So
   Until

27. The fact is, doctor, I cannot _____ this dreadful cough.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   get rid of
get out of
get down to
get round to

28. I wish I _____ to play the guitar when I was younger.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   didn't learn
wouldn't learn
learned
had learned

29. I am very concerned _____ your health. Please see a doctor.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   with
of
by
about

30. There was _____ food at the party for everyone to have some.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   enough
much
a lot of
too much

31. Why did you stay at a hotel when you went to New York? You _____ with Barbara.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   need stay
could have stayed
can stay
could stay

32. The doctor asked Marie why she _____ her baby to the hospital the week before.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   would not be taking
has not taken
was not taking
had not taken

33. _____ for three months and we're running short of water.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   There didn't rain
There hasn't rained
It hasn't rained
It wasn't raining

34. There are three lawyers in our town and I have consulted _____ of them in turn.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   each
other
every
any

35. I suggest _____ a little earlier.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   to start
to be start
starting
start

36. You _____ better get a move on if you don't want to miss your plane.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   had
should
did
would

37. Some drivers seem to expect everyone else _____ their way.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   getting away from
to get out of
get out of
to get away from

38. I'll send you a postcard when I _____ to Rome.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   get
arrive
will get
will arrive

39. If you are rude to customers they are _____ to come back.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   unlikely
impossible
incapable
improbable

40. It's the oldest building _____ the village.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   by
at
in
to

41. You ought to stop _____ so much television and study a bit more.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   to watch
of watching
and watch
watching

42. I would pay you now if I _____ the money.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   have
have had
had
had had

43. He _____ to London six times in 1982.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   went
has been
was going
goes

44. "Would you like an omelette?" "Yes, I'd like _____ ."
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   a piece
so
such
one

45. Where _____ the next vacation? Maybe I can visit you.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   you spend
will you have spent
will you be spending
did you spend

46. _____ it was only seven o'clock, he had already started work.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   Despite
Since
Though
In spite of

47. There's milk all over the kitchen floor because my wife _____ the jug.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   was breaking
breaks
has broken
is breaking

48. Prague is famous _____ its beer.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   about
for
of
by

49. He's the _____ -looking man I have ever met.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   better
most
best
well

50. The sun _____ to rise in the East.
   A/ B/ C/ D/  
   seems
been seeming
was seeming
is seeming
1. John would rather we ..... hold the meeting on Friday.  
   A/ didn't  
   B/ weren't to  
   C/ shouldn't  
   D/ oughtn't

2. Very little time ..... to finish the work if we had had the right tools.  
   A/ was needed  
   B/ had needed  
   C/ needs  
   D/ would have been needed

3. For this recipe to be successful, you ..... cook the meat for at least two hours in a moderate oven.  
   A/ will be  
   B/ ought  
   C/ need  
   D/ must

4. The Great Wall of China is 1,500 miles .....  
   A/ length  
   B/ long  
   C/ deep  
   D/ wide

5. Despite a large increase in the price of cigarettes, Brian has been unable to stop .....  
   A/ smoking  
   B/ to smoke  
   C/ smoke  
   D/ the smoke

6. Don't tell John because I don't want .....  
   A/ him to know  
   B/ know  
   C/ him know  
   D/ knowing

7. Ann never used ..... coffee but now she drinks it.  
   A/ to drinking  
   B/ to drink  
   C/ drank  
   D/ drink

8. The campaign, apparently the first ..... designed artificially to create a star, was successful.  
   A/ having been  
   B/ which has been  
   C/ being  
   D/ to have been

9. In some countries ..... dark all the time in winter.  
   A/ it is  
   B/ is  
   C/ there is  
   D/ there

10. If you're not too tired we could have a ..... of tennis after lunch.  
    A/ play  
    B/ game  
    C/ match  
    D/ party

11. Psychiatrists spend a lot of time studying the mind. So ..... psychologists.  
    A/ do  
    B/ does  
    C/ spend  
    D/ did

12. Vegetarians ..... meat or fish.  
    A/ eat  
    B/ will eat  
    C/ don’t eat  
    D/ are not eating

13. In my school ..... us study English.  
    A/ -  
    B/ a lot of  
    C/ one of  
    D/ much of

14. Could you ..... me to take back those library books tomorrow?  
    A/ recall  
    B/ memorize  
    C/ remember  
    D/ remind

15. My boss ..... on holiday tomorrow.  
    A/ is going  
    B/ going  
    C/ shall go  
    D/ shall be going

16. Scientists have observed increased pollution in the water supply.  
    A/ Last year  
    B/ Lately  
    C/ Latter  
    D/ Later

17. He says that ..... his desire to improve it, he has not made a decision on it.  
    A/ in spite  
    B/ since  
    C/ even though  
    D/ despite

18. I phoned him this morning but when I said who I was he .....  
    A/ rang up  
    B/ hung up  
    C/ shut down  
    D/ hang up

19. Linda has lost her passport again. It's the second time this ..... since last summer.  
    A/ happened  
    B/ is happening  
    C/ happens  
    D/ has happened

20. He hasn't been back to his home town ..... forty years.  
    A/ through  
    B/ during  
    C/ since  
    D/ for

21. He ..... have lost his way. He knows the city so well.  
    A/ would  
    B/ might  
    C/ mustn't  
    D/ can't

22. I have ..... friends now than when I was younger.  
    A/ most  
    B/ least  
    C/ some  
    D/ fewer

23. I don't know Peter's address. I wish he ..... me his telephone number before he left.  
    A/ gave  
    B/ would give  
    C/ had given  
    D/ wouldn't have given

24. I tried ..... the bus, but I missed it.  
    A/ catch  
    B/ for catching  
    C/ catch up  
    D/ to catch

25. Not only ..... with speeding, but she was accused of drinking and driving as well.  
    A/ they charged her  
    B/ charged she  
    C/ did she charge  
    D/ was she charged
26. This room is ....... hot that I feel quite breathless.
   A/ too C/ such a
   B/ very D/ so

27. He .... you to the party if he thinks you want to go.
   A/ will invite C/ had invited
   B/ invited D/ has invited

28. You're always ....... a risk when you take a stranger into your home.
   A/ having C/ taking
   B/ making D/ doing

29. Each student must be ....... for his or her belongings.
   A/ careful C/ aware
   B/ responsible D/ interested

30. I don't know what to do this weekend. Perhaps I ..... at home and do some work.
   A/ would stay C/ will stay
   B/ am staying D/ stay

31. Who are those people? I don't know .......
   A/ either of them C/ neither of them
   B/ each of them D/ they

32. He asked me ....... the waiter.
   A/ who pay C/ who does pay
   B/ who paid D/ who did pay

33. I like both coats and I can't decide ....... to buy.
   A/ which C/ one
   B/ either D/ of which

34. I did not know that you ....... to drive.
   A/ were learning C/ are learning
   B/ learn D/ learn to drive

35. Don't press the button until you ....... the red light.
   A/ will watch C/ see
   B/ saw D/ will see

36. You can't miss my house: it's ....... the fire station.
   A/ across C/ opposite
   B/ aside D/ against

37. This is a matter of the ....... concern.
   A/ utmost C/ utter
   B/ ultimate D/ universal

38. A lot of money must have ....... that expensive-looking carpet.
   A/ gone on C/ gambled away
   B/ added up to D/ got off

39. The instructor warned the students ....... sailing alone on the lake.
   A/ about C/ not
   B/ out of D/ from

40. Ten years ago today I ....... in the Sudan.
   A/ have lived C/ was living
   B/ have been living D/ live

41. They ....... every weekend at their cottage in the country.
   A/ visit C/ spend
   B/ depart D/ go

42. We invited them although we didn't know ....... very well.
   A/ her or he C/ she or he
   B/ she or him D/ her or him

43. Too ....... is not good for you.
   A/ few C/ many
   B/ great D/ much ...

44. After questioning ....... go home.
   A/ he was allowed to C/ he was let
   B/ he was let to D/ they let him to

45. I can't let you have this ....... It isn't mine to give.
   A/ while C/ because
   B/ though D/ provided

46. This English novel ....... into twenty languages.
   A/ is translating C/ translated
   B/ has been translated D/ has translated

47. I just love my present. I ....... wished for anything better.
   A/ didn't C/ wasn't able to
   B/ couldn't have D/ shouldn't have

48. When you make the sandwiches you will need 12 ....... of bread per person.
   A/ slices C/ layers
   B/ bars D/ loaves

49. He went to the factory ....... check the progress of the work.
   A/ for the purpose C/ so far as
   B/ in order to D/ by reason of

50. I need a holiday, ....... I?
   A/ aren't C/ need
   B/ don't D/ needn't
1. The bank manager suggested me to open a deposit account as soon as possible.
   A/ suggested
   B/ advised
   C/ warned
   D/ approved

2. People have been used to seeing aeroplanes nowadays.
   A/ have been used to seeing
   B/ used to see
   C/ were used to seeing
   D/ are used to seeing

3. Why are you typing so fast? You are making a lot of mistakes.
   A/ are you typing
   B/ do you type
   C/ you type
   D/ are you typing

4. A promising young clarinet player has been awarded a scholarship to a top European music academy.
   A/ awarded
   B/ has awarded
   C/ has been awarded
   D/ being awarded

5. They went out after lunch and they have just come back.
   A/ go
   B/ have gone
   C/ went
   D/ are gone

6. He looked round to make sure that anyone was following him.
   A/ anyone
   B/ no-one
   C/ any one
   D/ none

7. This dress is much the same as the one I had before.
   A/ very similar
   B/ much the same
   C/ very same
   D/ plenty the same

8. I can't understand why you don't buy your own computer.
   A/ proper
   B/ personnel
   C/ only
   D/ own

9. The doctor sent him to bed saying he was much too ill to go to work.
   A/ too ill
   B/ ill enough
   C/ ill
   D/ very ill

10. What are you going to do when you leave school?
    A/ left
    B/ would leave
    C/ will leave
    D/ leave

11. Jane stopped to tell me the news. I like gossip about other people.
    A/ at telling
    B/ telling
    C/ to tell
    D/ for to tell

12. It's late. It's time for home.
    A/ we went
    B/ we must go
    C/ we should go
    D/ we go

13. I usually go to work. I must go.
    A/ on
    B/ with
    C/ by
    D/ in

14. If you require any more information about the holiday, please telephone us.
    A/ information
    B/ information
    C/ news
    D/ description

15. The more electricity you use, the more your bill will be.
    A/ the higher your bill will be
    B/ higher your bill is
    C/ the higher bill it will be
    D/ the higher will be your bill

16. It was such a serious accident he was kept in hospital for a month.
    A/ so a
    B/ such a
    C/ so
    D/ such

17. You promised her a letter; you ought to write it days ago.
    A/ have written
    B/ write
    C/ be writing
    D/ be written

18. He made us pick up all the broken glass.
    A/ picking up
    B/ pick up
    C/ to pick up
    D/ picked up

19. I think you'd better come and see me next week.
    A/ to come
    B/ came
    C/ come
    D/ be coming

20. When I passed his house, I saw he was cleaning the car.
    A/ is cleaning
    B/ cleans
    C/ cleaned
    D/ was cleaning

21. I wish I knew what advice to give you.
    A/ know
    B/ have known
    C/ know
    D/ can know

22. The police say they have some important clues to the murder.
    A/ at
    B/ for
    C/ on
    D/ to

23. I want to travel the world. I do so.
    A/ I do so
    B/ So do I.
    C/ Either do I.
    D/ So I do.

24. Your coat is made of wool, so I really think you should let it dry-cleaned.
    A/ leave
    B/ let
    C/ make
    D/ have

25. If it's true he was trying to tell us something.
    A/ though
    B/ as if
    C/ how
    D/ even
26. Her face is .... to me, but I can't think where I've seen it.
   A/ familiar  B/ friendly  C/ similar  D/ alike

27. I .... everything if you were more sympathetic.
   A/ would explain  B/ was explaining  C/ explain  D/ explained

28. He did his best to stay awake, but the performance was so boring that he ....
   A/ nodded out  B/ nodded away  C/ nodded off  D/ nodded down

29. Tom, you haven't got a bicycle pump, ..... ?
   A/ have you  B/ do you  C/ haven't you  D/ don't you

30. There are many buildings which suffer ..... a lack of renovation.
   A/ by  B/ with  C/ from  D/ in

31. I'm having a party on Friday - ..... ?
   A/ will you come  B/ don't you come  C/ shall you come  D/ do you come

32. She was given a job ..... her lack of formal qualifications.
   A/ despite  B/ in spite  C/ even though  D/ although

33. ..... jacket is this?
   A/ Whose  B/ Who  C/ Of whom  D/ Who's

34. They were singing ..... they could.
   A/ best than  B/ more better  C/ as better than  D/ as well as

35. I'm sorry, I've got very ..... time today.
   A/ few  B/ a little  C/ none  D/ little

36. A lot of children ..... were not at school often do well themselves.
   A/ whose parents  B/ their parents  C/ the parents of which  D/ parents of whom

37. If ..... I'll tell him you called.
   A/ I'd see him  B/ I'll see him  C/ I saw him  D/ I see him

38. I remember ..... that film two years ago.
   A/ saw  B/ have seen  C/ to see  D/ seeing

39. You ..... have done it yourself. I'm sure someone has helped you.
   A/ must  B/ needn't  C/ should  D/ can't

40. The water company will have to ..... off water supplies while repairs to the pipes are carried out.
   A/ cut  B/ take  C/ break  D/ set

41. ..... open the door for you?
   A/ Do you want that I  B/ Would you like that I  C/ Will I  D/ Shall I

42. I'm afraid I didn't hear the doorbell when you rang. I ..... in the garden at that time.
   A/ worked  B/ have been working  C/ was working  D/ have worked

43. The phone has been out of order ..... yesterday afternoon.
   A/ since  B/ for  C/ after  D/ during

44. The spokesman yesterday informed the EU wanted the U.N. ..... to play a central role.
   A/ so that continue  B/ to continue  C/ continue  D/ continuing

45. Ann ..... and left.
   A/ said me goodbye  B/ told goodbye  C/ told me goodbye  D/ said goodbye to me

46. Would you have gone to work there if you ..... how high the cost of living was?
   A/ understood  B/ understand  C/ had understood  D/ had been understanding

47. He's as polite as his brother is ..... polite.
   A/ im  B/ non-  C/ un  D/ dis

48. I really ought to get these photographs ..... 
   A/ brought out  B/ developed  C/ revealed  D/ made

49. Either Janet ..... Mary could have taken the message.
   A/ also  B/ or  C/ else  D/ and

50. Mr. Smith realised that he ..... his notes at home and refused to make a speech.
   A/ had been leaving  B/ has left  C/ leaves  D/ had left
26. I would like you to get the heating ......
   A/ to mend       B/ mending       C/ mended       D/ ment

27. Who ...... to you about the money yesterday?
   A/ lied         B/ laid          C/ lain          D/ did lie

28. She used ...... all her clothes there.
   A/ to buy       B/ buying       C/ buy          D/ to buying

29. You must do this homework again; it's full of mistakes, and it's really not ......
   A/ much too good B/ good enough C/ good too D/ enough good

30. I think you'd better ...... before they return.
   A/ to be gone    B/ went         C/ go            D/ to go

31. He ...... living there for three years before they found him.
   A/ has been     B/ could be     C/ might be      D/ had been

32. Their aim is to ...... up a new political party.
   A/ stand        B/ set          C/ show         D/ strike

33. ...... quite a lot of rain forecast for today.
   A/ it has       B/ There's      C/ is            D/ it's

34. "I can't come to the meeting," she wrote, "because I ...... my leg."
   A/ had broken   B/ have broken  C/ break        D/ was breaking

35. We have not got a record-player. Let's ......
   A/ borrow Mary's B/ lend Mary's one C/ to borrow the Mary's D/ to lend one of Mary

36. Could you go upstairs ...... half an hour to check the baby's all right?
   A/ all of       B/ every         C/ all          D/ in the

37. There was a suitcase ...... mine on the luggage rack.
   A/ as           B/ the same that C/ similar as     D/ like

38. Tourism is big ...... these days.
   A/ affair       B/ business      C/ commerce     D/ enterprise

39. If we ...... you were coming, we would have met you at the station.
   A/ had known    B/ knew         C/ would know    D/ would have known

40. The day before the holiday, the men worked ...... than usual.
   A/ harder       B/ hardest      C/ harder       D/ hardly

41. ...... to the railway station when I saw you this morning?
   A/ Have you been going B/ Were you going C/ Are you going D/ Have you gone

42. ...... of my friends have been to Japan this year.
   A/ Numerous     B/ Either        C/ Each         D/ Several

43. ...... his flu, he got up and went to work.
   A/ Although     B/ Despite       C/ Even though  D/ In spite

44. When the cock ...... the supper he rings the bell.
   A/ will do      B/ will be doing C/ makes         D/ has done

45. It was a busy few days, but I managed to spend most of my ...... time on the beach.
   A/ free        B/ personal      C/ single       D/ loan

46. Would you ...... me your driving licence, sir?
   A/ matter to show B/ matter showing C/ mind to show D/ mind showing

47. Since we're going to spend the weekend with them, we ...... to take them some flowers or chocolates.
   A/ had         B/ ought         C/ must          D/ should

48. He usually listens to the radio, but at the present moment he ...... television.
   A/ is watching B/ watch        C/ has watched   D/ had watched

49. He enjoyed ...... computer games at first, but after a while he got bored with them.
   A/ to play      B/ make play    C/ playing      D/ having played

50. By the time you receive this letter, I ...... for Japan.
   A/ would have left B/ will have left C/ have left    D/ will leave
1. ... for her birthday.
   A/ There were given to her $50  B/ $50 they were given to her  C/ She was given $50  D/ She was been given $50

2. ... you hurry, you won't catch the bus.
   A/ Except  B/ Although  C/ Unless  D/ As

3. The new church ...... by a wealthy trader.
   A/ will be paid for  B/ will being paid for  C/ will pay for  D/ was been paid for

4. I'll go shopping with you ....... I can get back in time for the lecture at 2 p.m.
   A/ in order that  B/ as long as  C/ such that  D/ so that

5. My husband, ...... favourite hobby is stamp collecting, has many rare stamps.
   A/ which  B/ whose  C/ that  D/ whom

6. ...... he did was quite wrong.
   A/ What  B/ That  C/ Which  D/ If

7. The opening scene of the play took ...... in an army camp.
   A/ stage  B/ piece  C/ place  D/ time

8. Everything has to be tidied up ...... the time they come back.
   A/ at  B/ by  C/ in  D/ on

9. We have agreed ...... the need for firm action.
   A/ at  B/ for  C/ in  D/ on

10. "I missed the train home last night." "So ...... ."
    A/ I did  B/ missed I  C/ have I  D/ did I

11. Mike is looking at ......
    A/ she  B/ us  C/ they  D/ my

12. New York is ...... exciting than I had expected.
    A/ as  B/ such  C/ so  D/ more

13. May I have ...... more meat, please?
    A/ small  B/ a little  C/ another  D/ a few

14. I'll lend you the money provided you ...... me back tomorrow.
    A/ pay them to  B/ pay  C/ paid  D/ will have paid

15. Parts of Australia don't have ...... rain for long periods.
    A/ the  B/ any  C/ none  D/ some

16. Fortunately I remembered ...... the door before I left.
    A/ to lock  B/ I have locked  C/ I will lock  D/ lock

17. Nobody ...... to see me so far today, but my mother may come this evening.
    A/ comes  B/ has come  C/ had come  D/ is coming

18. Did you remember ...... the butter?
    A/ buy her  B/ buy  C/ to buy  D/ her to buy

19. She blamed me ...... what happened.
    A/ on  B/ to  C/ why  D/ for

20. You have had your hair cut, ...... ?
    A/ have you  B/ haven't you  C/ didn't you  D/ had you

21. I wish I ...... at home.
    A/ stay  B/ had stayed  C/ have stayed  D/ am staying

22. If he hadn't given him the money, the robber ...... them.
    A/ shoots  B/ has shot  C/ had shot  D/ would have shot

23. It was raining very ...... so I took my umbrella.
    A/ hard  B/ hardly  C/ firmly  D/ badly

24. Whatever ...... buy that old car?
    A/ did make him  B/ made him  C/ made him to  D/ makes

25. She ...... have rushed to the airport like that. The plane was delayed for several hours.
    A/ needn't  B/ mustn't  C/ couldn't  D/ wouldn't
1. You look busy ... you do your homework?
   A/ Shall I have helped
   B/ Shall I help
   C/ I help
   D/ Would I help

2. You're zigzagging the street. You .......
   A/ drink
   B/ were drunk
   C/ had been drinking
   D/ have been drinking

3. I never wear orange because it doesn't ....... me.
   A/ match
   B/ fit
   C/ agree with
   D/ suit

4. There were such .... people in the street that I could hardly move.
   A/ numerous
   B/ a lot of
   C/ a crowd of
   D/ many

5. "Does your father like her?" " ...... .
   A/ If only he did!
   B/ If only he might have!
   C/ If only he may!
   D/ If only he ought to!

6. There was a small room into ....... we all crowded.
   A/ that
   B/ it
   C/ where
   D/ which

7. ...... clever idea!
   A/ How
   B/ So
   C/ What a
   D/ What

8. You'll be willing to help, ...... you?
   A/ won't
   B/ wouldn't
   C/ shan't
   D/ aren't

9. She was happy she ....... to finish the exam in time.
   A/ achieved
   B/ managed
   C/ succeeded
   D/ realised

10. Did you remember ....... the dog out?
    A/ letting
    B/ let
    C/ to letting
    D/ to let

11. Could I ....... $5 until tomorrow? The bank was closed and I've absolutely no money on me.
    A/ lend
    B/ loan
    C/ hire
    D/ borrow

12. You will see the procession if you ....... out of the window.
    A/ looked
    B/ shall look
    C/ have looked
    D/ look

13. He got very angry and ....... that no one had warned him that he would have to move to a smaller office.
    A/ required
    B/ insisted
    C/ requested
    D/ admitted

14. We never have ....... snow in July in England.
    A/ a
    B/ some
    C/ -
    D/ no any

15. The better their performance, ....... they get to breaking the world record.
    A/ close
    B/ the closer
    C/ closer
    D/ more closely

16. As it's nearly eleven o'clock, I think you ....... go now.
    A/ would
    B/ ought
    C/ should
    D/ need

17. I'd rather ....... at home this evening.
    A/ stayed
    B/ will stay
    C/ stay
    D/ to stay

18. Let us know as soon as possible ....... making arrangements.
    A/ in order we start
    B/ so that we can start
    C/ so that to start
    D/ to be able to start

19. Peter ....... to watch his father play two years ago.
    A/ has used
    B/ used
    C/ would
    D/ ought

20. ...... I felt sorry for him, I could not help him.
    A/ Although
    B/ In spite of
    C/ So
    D/ Despite

21. If I had the opportunity, I ....... one of those round-the-world air tickets.
    A/ would buy
    B/ bought
    C/ buy
    D/ will buy

22. August is ....... September.
    A/ hotter than
    B/ hotter then
    C/ hotter
    D/ hot then

23. When I saw Tom, he looked ....... he had been ill.
    A/ as if
    B/ so
    C/ such as
    D/ the same

24. If you compare this sweater ....... the red one, you'll see it's much better made.
    A/ with
    B/ at
    C/ against
    D/ for

25. Why did he spend so ....... money?
    A/ more
    B/ much
    C/ few
    D/ a lot
26. Linda is married .... an American.
   A/ by               B/ with              C/ to               D/ in

27. The man walked so fast that the child could not keep .... him.
   A/ out with        B/ on with          C/ up with          D/ in with

28. The police are certain to get him in the end .... he may go.
   A/ where           B/ wherever         C/ when             D/ whatever

29. The thief .... by the police.
   A/ being caught    B/ caught           C/ has been caught   D/ catch

30. There was an accident on the A40 this morning and ..... there has been severe congestion of traffic.
   A/ until then      B/ for which        C/ since then       D/ after which

31. Why can't you make the children .... you ?
   A/ that they help  B/ helping          C/ they should help   D/ help

32. It was .... difficult task that nobody attempted to do it.
   A/ very much       B/ so               C/ such             D/ such a

33. Could you ..... me a favour?
   A/ make            B/ give             C/ do               D/ offer

34. My parents think that they will move to the seaside when my father ..... .
   A/ will retire     B/ retired          C/ retires          D/ would retire

35. Where .... ? Which hairdresser did you go to?
   A/ have you cut your hair B/ did you have your hair cut C/ did you have your hair cut
did you cut your hair

36. The country's wealth comes chiefly from its many .... .
   A/ herd of cattle  B/ herds of cattle  C/ herd of cattle  D/ herds of cattle

37. He .... anything I say.
   A/ never understands B/ never understood C/ is never understanding D/ was never understanding

38. Jane's the girl .... boyfriend has been selected for the next Olympics.
   A/ of whom         B/ who's           C/ which             D/ whose

39. It happened while we .... last Friday night.
   A/ were slept      B/ were asleep      C/ was sleeping     D/ have been sleeping

40. Last summer I taught .... a bicycle.
   A/ my cousin riding B/ to my cousin ride C/ my cousin ride D/ my cousin to ride

41. I like England, but I wish it .... rain so much.
   A/ hadn't         B/ hasn't           C/ won't            D/ didn't

42. Don't hurry! There's no need .... .
   A/ running        B/ to run           C/ run              D/ you run

43. Would you like some cake? There's .... more of it.
   A/ enough         B/ lots of         C/ plenty           D/ many

44. Before his death, my father said that he .... us all to have a good education.
   A/ will expect    B/ expected         C/ is expecting     D/ expects

45. He wouldn't have joined the army if he ..... that they would send him abroad.
   A/ was knowing    B/ would know       C/ had known        D/ had been knowing

46. He didn't attend that meeting. You .... him.
   A/ can't have seen B/ mustn't have seen C/ mightn't see D/ couldn't see

47. The landlord wouldn't allow .... the door purple.
   A/ him to paint   B/ him paint        C/ to be painted   D/ paint

48. I don't think that this fashion will .... .
   A/ catch out      B/ catch on         C/ catch in         D/ catch over

49. .... bad weather at the airport, and all flights have been delayed.
   A/ There is       B/ It is            C/ It is a          D/ There is a

50. Those two families have been quarrelling .... each other for many years.
   A/ against        B/ towards          C/ with             D/ between
1. There is plenty of time. You ..... hurry.
   A/ may not                      B/ don't have               C/ needn't                  D/ mustn't

2. China managed to get the ..... reform process right.
   A/ economics                    B/ economic                C/ economy                  D/ economical

3. You smell awful! It's about time you ..... a bath.
   A/ have                        B/ had                    C/ to have                  D/ will have

4. The car had a big boot, into ..... we managed to put all our cases.
   A/ it                          B/ which                   C/ where                   D/ that

5. Many fires could be ..... if new regulations were introduced.
   A/ prevented                   B/ protected               C/ excluded                 D/ preserved

6. Have you seen my dictionary? I can't find it .....  
   A/ everywhere                  B/ somewhere               C/ nowhere                  D/ anywhere

7. He arrived for work ..... that the manager sent him home again.
   A/ very late                   B/ too late                C/ so late                  D/ much later

8. Who ..... sorry for him?
   A/ feel                        B/ fell                   C/ felt                     D/ did feel

9. I'm sure I locked the door. I clearly remember ..... it.
   A/ to lock                     B/ have it locked          C/ to have locked           D/ locking

10. He had an unhappy childhood and he never looks ..... on it with any pleasure.
    A/ about                      B/ back                    C/ over                     D/ for

11. I can't begin seeing the dress until my mother ..... it out for me.
    A/ cut                        B/ will cut                C/ will be cutting          D/ has cut

12. We still need to buy ..... furniture for the living room.
    A/ a                          B/ some                    C/ a piece                  D/ one

13. All John's friends felt sorry ..... him when he had to give up playing football.
    A/ at                         B/ to                      C/ for                      D/ with

14. The car has broken down again! I wish I ..... it.
    A/ never bought               B/ have never bought       C/ would have never bought  D/ had never bought

15. We must ..... for not going to your reception.
    A/ sympathise                 B/ regret                  C/ explain                  D/ apologise

16. Make sure that this work is completed ..... next Monday at the latest.
    A/ till                       B/ by                      C/ to                       D/ until

17. Are you the boy ..... bicycle was stolen?
    A/ who is                     B/ whose                   C/ his                      D/ of which the

18. Pat and Jane are ..... she.
    A/ so clever as               B/ cleverer                 C/ as clever as             D/ clever than

19. He refuses to go to France by boat and won't fly ..... so he'll just have to stay in England.
    A/ either                     B/ else                    C/ also                     D/ neither

20. I am sure he ..... his parents if he became rich.
    A/ is looking after           B/ looks after             C/ will look after          D/ would look after

21. My brother is much better than I am ..... football.
    A/ for playing                B/ on playing              C/ at playing               D/ to play

22. He'd rather look for a different job than move to another city ..... ?
    A/ doesn't he                 B/ wouldn't he?            C/ hadn't he                D/ isn't he

23. They will make you ..... for smoking on the Underground.
    A/ paying                     B/ to pay                  C/ pay                      D/ to be paid

24. ..... you are happy, it doesn't matter if you haven't got much money.
    A/ During                     B/ As long as               C/ Meanwhile                D/ As far as

25. He suggested ..... to the cinema together.
    A/ us to go                   B/ we are going             C/ for us to go              D/ that we should go
26. I will ensure …., the bus stop.
   A/ them to find          B/ him where to find          C/ where find          D/ where to find

27. He ….. the lights before he went out.
   A/ has switched off      B/ shall switch off        C/ switched off        D/ will switch off

28. ….. he connected the plug up properly, he still got an electric shock.
   A/ However              B/ Although                C/ Since                D/ Because

29. It was clear that the fruit ….. from the garden.
   A/ stole                 B/ will have been stolen  C/ had stolen          D/ had been stolen

30. Is there ….. bread for all the sandwiches we have to make?
   A/ correct               B/ enough               C/ equal                D/ plenty

31. He found learning to drive easy and ….. his driving test the very first time.
   A/ succeeded            B/ passed                C/ made                D/ sat

32. Ann, you can’t possibly give me a lift, ….. ?
   A/ don’t you                B/ can you          C/ do you              D/ can’t you

33. If the horse wins today, he ….. thirty races in the last five years.
   A/ will win                B/ would have won    C/ won                  D/ will have won

34. The ….. money David has will not be enough to pay his rent.
   A/ small                  B/ little              C/ only                D/ few

36. Mrs Milton has forty three cats. I don’t know how she ….. them all.
   A/ copes with             B/ keeps to            C/ stands by            D/ looks for

36. Mrs Jones telephoned early last Saturday while I ….. bed.
   A/ still was              B/ still in the       C/ was still in          D/ was still in the

37. The fire ….. even more people if it hadn’t been put out quickly.
   A/ was killing            B/ would have killed C/ killed               D/ had been killing

38. The doctor recommended me ….. on a strict diet.
   A/ for going              B/ I should go        C/ go                  D/ to go

39. Tracy lives on the first ….. of her block of flats.
   A/ ground                 B/ level                C/ story                D/ floor

40. It was wrong of you to talk to her like that. You ….. apologize.
   A/ ought to               B/ need                 C/ dare to              D/ may

41. John was ….. excited to sit still for long.
   A/ very                   B/ too                  C/ much                 D/ so

42. He ….. very little when there are strangers present.
   A/ was always saying      B/ had always said    C/ is always saying     D/ always says

43. “Peter can’t speak Danish.” “….. “
   A/ Neither can I          B/ Nor speak I       C/ But I can            D/ So can’t I

44. This sort of music was very ….. in the 1940s.
   A/ preferred              B/ favourite           C/ popular              D/ liked

45. He ….. unhappy for the last three days and he still looks miserable.
   A/ has been               B/ is being            C/ is                  D/ was being

46. If no one ….. to the plan, we will start next week.
   A/ minds                  B/ is going to mind   C/ objects              D/ will object

47. It took him ages to ….. living in the new town.
   A/ accustomed              B/ use to              C/ used to              D/ get used to

48. I saw a rat while I ….. my shoes.
   A/ had looked for          B/ was looking for     C/ have been looking for D/ am looking for

49. Mountains look very beautiful ….. .
   A/ over the air            B/ by air              C/ in the air            D/ from the air

50. He looked at the bits of wood and metal ….. around him.
   A/ lying                   B/ laid                C/ laying               D/ lied
1. We started worrying about what .... to the house we left.
   A/ can happen B/ will happen C/ has happened D/ would happen
2. The smell was ...., it completely put us off our food.
   A/ such a bad that B/ such bad that C/ too bad that D/ so bad that
3. We had so many problems with the car that .... we sold it and bought a new one.
   A/ in the end B/ by the end C/ at the end D/ to the end
4. Peter was lazy, but his mother made him .... the garden.
   A/ to water B/ water C/ he should water D/ watering
5. There is .... milk left.
   A/ none B/ a lot C/ plenty of D/ plenty
6. As the boys were still hungry, they told the teacher they .... enough breakfast that morning.
   A/ had not had B/ were not having C/ had not D/ have not had
7. He has visited many countries but he says he has not found a really honest man ....
   A/ wherever B/ nowhere C/ anywhere D/ somewhere
8. He is very much looking ..... visiting your country.
   A/ through B/ up C/ forward to D/ after
9. The artist .... works made the greatest impression on him was Michiangelo.
   A/ who B/ whose C/ which D/ whom
10. It is quite warm, ....?
    A/ isn’t it B/ ain’t it C/ wasn’t it D/ doesn’t it
11. He’s intelligent, but he .... common sense.
    A/ misses B/ lacks C/ fails D/ wants
12. .... oil or butter when you cook it ?
    A/ Do you use B/ Did you use C/ Have you used D/ Were you using
13. After going to several interviews, she eventually .... to get a job.
    A/ succeeded B/ could C/ managed D/ achieved
14. .... a lovely present!
    A/ So B/ How C/ What D/ That
15. Please give me .... bread. I’m so hungry.
    A/ piece B/ no C/ a piece of D/ a
16. You are getting fat. You .... go on a diet.
    A/ should B/ mustn’t C/ ought D/ would
17. My brother is always late for appointments. He seems to be .... of leaving the house on time.
    A/ unable B/ unaware C/ impossible D/ incapable
18. I suggest .... the 'soup of the day' rather than the melon.
    A/ to have B/ for having C/ you to have D/ having
19. If only he had turned left he .... got lost.
    A/ won’t B/ wouldn’t have C/ should D/ wouldn’t
20. .... you have no key, you’ll have to get back before I go out.
    A/ Although B/ As C/ Unless D/ Despite
21. We needn’t .... the plants today.
    A/ watering B/ water C/ to water D/ water them
22. It’s very typical .... these people to behave so arrogantly.
    A/ for B/ of C/ about D/ with
23. I haven’t .... decided where to go on holiday.
    A/ already B/ just C/ still D/ yet
24. They asked us when ....
    A/ came Peter B/ did Peter come C/ Peter had come D/ had come Peter
25. I locked the room and left him ....
    A/ only himself B/ by his self C/ by himself D/ in his own
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26. If you .... I shall be very angry.
   A/ hadn't gone  B/ had not been going  C/ weren't going  D/ don't go
27. .... the wet weather, the football match went ahead.
   A/ However  B/ Although  C/ Owing to  D/ In spite of
28. I .... milk chocolate to plain chocolate.
   A/ like  B/ prefer  C/ 'd better  D/ want
29. We .... by a loud noise during the night.
   A/ are woken up  B/ were woken up  C/ woke up  D/ were waking up
30. .... a good thing they didn't catch you.
   A/ It's  B/ That's  C/ There's  D/ What's
31. Open the window, ...... you?
   A/ must  B/ need  C/ will  D/ do
32. ..... about going for a swim this afternoon?
   A/ How  B/ Why  C/ When  D/ 'Who
33. I'll have to ...., so as not to be late again in the morning.
   A/ have mended my watch  B/ mend me the watch
   C/ have my watch mended  D/ mend me my watch
34. He knows a lot about flying planes. He ...... a pilot when he was young.
   A/ couldn't have been  B/ must have been
   C/ must be  D/ might be
35. If I were you, I ...... accept the job.
   A/ would  B/ will  C/ won't  D/ certainly
36. I'll let you know how he is as soon as I ...... from the hospital.
   A/ am getting back  B/ will get back
   C/ got back  D/ get back
37. Pele is still perhaps ..... famous footballer in the world.
   A/ best  B/ the more  C/ the most  D/ most
38. She ...... drive to the station every day but then she suddenly decided to walk instead.
   A/ used to  B/ was using to
   C/ had used to  D/ was used to
39. I don't like to ask people a rule but I wonder if you could ...... me a favour.
   A/ do  B/ find  C/ make  D/ pick
40. "We apologize .... passengers any inconvenience."
   A/ that we cause  B/ to cause
   C/ of having caused  D/ for causing
41. I'm not sure she isn't coming, but I suppose ..... .
   A/ isn't  B/ no
   C/ won't  D/ not
42. ..... me briefly what happened?
   A/ Talk to  B/ Say
   C/ Tell  D/ Speak to
43. Try to remember ..... bring your umbrellas.
   A/ to  B/ me to
   C/ yourself to  D/ to yourself to
44. I wish they ...... to see us more often.
   A/ would come  B/ will come
   C/ have come  D/ are coming
45. Jane ...... on her journey to Tibet well-equipped with all the necessary supplies.
   A/ started up  B/ went out
   C/ got off  D/ set out
46. I wonder if ... yet.
   A/ she arrived  B/ she was arriving
   C/ she's arrived  D/ she'd arrived
47. Tom ...... his hand when he was cooking the dinner.
   A/ burnt  B/ was burning
   C/ has burnt  D/ had burnt
   A/ going to be  B/ is being
   C/ will be  D/ shall be
49. She has neither read the book ..... seen the film.
   A/ or  B/ nor
   C/ neither  D/ either
50. Would you like ..... more tea?
   A/ have  B/ some
   C/ a  D/ many
1. You are not allowed .... in this carriage.
   A/ smoking       B/ that you smoke       C/ smoke       D/ to smoke
2. His master .... angry with him even when he is late.
   A/ was never     B/ was never being    C/ is never being  D/ is never
3. Maroo Polo was born in Venice in .... 1254.
   A/ after        B/ on                  C/ about        D/ between
4. Politicians have to ..... many speeches.
   A/ make         B/ do                  C/ tell          D/ say
5. Jane had .... furniture for her room.
   A/ all          B/ many                C/ enough        D/ any
6. Mr Browning ..... the sea and so they moved to the South Coast when they retired.
   A/ liked always B/ has always liked   C/ had always liked  D/ had always liking
7. Some time ago we were ..... our rent would be increased.
   A/ let to know   B/ told                C/ said          D/ known
8. Everyone wanted him ..... the race.
   A/ should win    B/ have won            C/ win           D/ to win
9. Parents were made ..... the school reconstruction.
   A/ to financing  B/ financing           C/ finance       D/ to finance
10. The children ..... better leave now, it's getting late.
    A/ had          B/ would                C/ ought         D/ should
11. We live in Nottingham now but we ..... live in Leeds.
    A/ had been used B/ were used to       C/ got used to    D/ used to
12. You look very tired. It's time you ..... a rest.
    A/ should       B/ to have             C/ have          D/ had
13. It was ..... a simple question that everyone answered it correctly.
    A/ such         B/ too                  C/ much          D/ so
    A/ will ring    B/ ring                C/ do ring       D/ am ringing
15. Harold and Emily love ..... and they are going to get married.
    A/ both         B/ either one          C/ each one      D/ each other
16. He refused to give up working, ..... he'd won a million pounds.
    A/ even though  B/ as though          C/ despite       D/ however
17. When she looked in her purse she found she had been ..... 
    A/ robbed      B/ broken               C/ stolen        D/ thieved
18. You have to work very ..... if you want to finish the project by Friday.
    A/ hard        B/ hardest               C/ hardly        D/ harder
19. Did you find my passport while you ..... the desk, by any chance?
    A/ clear out    B/ had cleared out     C/ were clearing out  D/ have been clearing out
20. She can't get home ..... she has no money.
    A/ if          B/ without                C/ unless         D/ until
21. We were all too hungry to wait ..... longer for supper.
    A/ the         B/ any                  C/ more           D/ some
22. I ..... in this lovely country for a week up to now.
    A/ have stayed B/ am staying           C/ will stay      D/ stay
23. I ..... saw Michael two years ago.
    A/ lastly      B/ last time            C/ the last time  D/ last
24. If you ..... drink so much, we'd go out with you more often.
    A/ shouldn't   B/ aren't                C/ didn't         D/ hadn't
25. I had a feeling, which I couldn't explain, that something terrible ..... 
    A/ happened    B/ was going to happen   C/ is to happen    D/ is happening
26. You're walking too fast. I can't keep .... you.
   A/ with       B/ up with      C/ on with      D/ out with
27. The manager will reply to all letters ..... are sent to him.
   A/ when       B/ -             C/ if           D/ that
28. As they're identical twins, it's difficult to ..... 
   A/ mix them up  B/ tell them apart  C/ set them up  D/ take them apart
29. I wish I ..... to him in the first place. 
   A/ had never spoken  B/ never speak  C/ have never spoken  D/ will never speak
30. You've really got to stop ..... the door unlocked, or one day someone will just walk in and steal things.
   A/ leaving      B/ having left    C/ to leave      D/ to have left
31. I remembered ..... up in that house with my brothers and sisters. 
   A/ to grow     B/ be growing      C/ grow         D/ growing
32. You didn't know I was an artist, ..... ?
   A/ did you       B/ didn't you    C/ didn't I     D/ did I
33. Mary speaks English, but ..... ?
   A/ does Bill     B/ is Bill        C/ Bill does    D/ speaks Bill
34. If I had known all the facts, I ..... the police.
   A/ would not have rung  B/ did not ring  C/ had not rung  D/ cannot ring
35. When ..... tomorrow why not bring your brother with you? 
   A/ are you coming  B/ you come      C/ coming       D/ will you come
36. I'm not very keen ..... opera. 
   A/ on          B/ for             C/ with         D/ to
37. Doctors hope that one day a cure for cancer will ..... 
   A/ find        B/ has been found  C/ been found    D/ be found
38. Susie didn't leave for the station until the very ..... moment. 
   A/ least       B/ last            C/ latest       D/ late
39. Most of the rubbish ..... collected this morning. 
   A/ was          B/ have been      C/ being        D/ were
40. I'm not surprised you failed the exam. You ..... have worked harder.
   A/ would        B/ should         C/ ought        D/ must
41. He spoke so confidently ..... I felt sure we could believe him. 
   A/ than         B/ that           C/ so that      D/ as
42. The manager ..... the men to return to work immediately. 
   A/ demanded     B/ ordered        C/ suggested    D/ insisted
43. All this running up and down stairs will keep me ..... if nothing else!
   A/ sound        B/ fine           C/ fit          D/ able
44. I've read it six times and I ..... don't understand it.
   A/ always       B/ ever           C/ yet          D/ still
45. The phone rang but I didn't hear it. I ..... asleep, 
   A/ must be      B/ could          C/ must have been   D/ can't
46. If I ..... the exam, I'll take it again. 
   A/ fell         B/ will fail      C/ will fall     D/ fail
47. I spoke to ..... people at the bus stop.
   A/ a pair       B/ another         C/ a few        D/ a lot
48. Even the youngest boys ..... seemed to be enjoying the trip. 
   A/ that I spoke to  B/ who I spoke to them  C/ to whom I spoke to  D/ I spoke to them
49. Many children are afraid ..... the dark. 
   A/ by           B/ for            C/ of            D/ about
50. I didn't see the end of the film because I ..... asleep. 
   A/ felled       B/ fail           C/ fell         D/ felt
1. She cleaned the offices .... some money for her education.
   A/ because earning       B/ for to earn       C/ for earning       D/ to earn

2. This is the .... church in the city.
   A/ oldest                B/ older            C/ elderly          D/ elder

3. He asked his boss whether he .... have time off to visit his wife in hospital.
   A/ might                 B/ shall           C/ will             D/ can

4. It's got nothing to do with you. Mind your own ....
   A/ interest             B/ company       C/ affairs          D/ business

5. The policeman who stopped him asked him if .... been drinking.
   A/ he has                B/ had he        C/ he had           D/ has he

6. ...... to lock the doors and close the windows.
   A/ Remind                B/ Forget         C/ Remember         D/ Please

7. Jim is away on holiday. He .... to Spain.
   A/ has been              B/ has gone       C/ is gone          D/ is

8. ...... down the High Street, Peter bumped into Jenny.
   A/ Walking              B/ On walk        C/ Walked           D/ As walking

9. If she met a handsome young man, you .... her again.
   A/ wouldn't see          B/ wouldn't have seen C/ won't see       D/ aren't seeing

10. So you think he'll be back before November, .... ?
    A/ is he                B/ shall he        C/ will he          D/ do you

11. They turned ...... at the party, despite the awful weather.
    A/ in                    B/ round          C/ back             D/ up

12. In a break-in last week the burglars ..... all my jewellery but left the pictures.
    A/ were taking          B/ have taken     C/ took             D/ take

13. In Madeira they have ..... weather almost all year round.
    A/ a good               B/ the good       C/ good             D/ a very good

14. I want you ...... these words by heart.
    A/ to learn              B/ learning       C/ should learn     D/ learnt

15. You are unlikely to need vitamin pills ...... you have some special medical reason.
    A/ while                 B/ if            C/ because          D/ unless

16. I'll call in on my parents on my ...... to the festival.
    A/ route                 B/ road          C/ path             D/ way

17. The Times, ...... is owned by News International, has recently sacked a lot of staff.
    A/ what                  B/ who           C/ whose            D/ which

18. Our aim is to discourage ......
    A/ that you smoke        B/ smoking        C/ to smoke         D/ smoke

19. Our English teacher ...... all the books last Friday evening.
    A/ will correct          B/ corrected      C/ correcting       D/ has corrected

    A/ is now printing       B/ is now being printed C/ now prints      D/ prints

21. "Would you prefer red or white wine?" ...... .
    A/ I didn't care         B/ I prefer red   C/ Red one          D/ Yes I would

22. ...... what he says, observe what he does.
    A/ Although               B/ In contrast    C/ Contrary         D/ Never mind

23. We heard the bomb ......
    A/ explode                B/ to be exploding C/ explosive        D/ to explode

24. We're going on holiday next Monday. This time next week we ...... on a beach in Turkey.
    A/ will stay             B/ will be lying  C/ lie              D/ are laying

25. I'm the boss. I'm not used ...... what to do.
    A/ telling               B/ to being told  C/ to be telling    D/ be told
26. As long as we ..... to the footpath, we won't get lost.
   A/ kept
   B/ would keep
   C/ keep
   D/ will keep

27. ..... everyone knows the sound the cuckoo makes, few have actually seen it.
   A/ However
   B/ But
   C/ Nevertheless
   D/ Although

28. if you're going to the club tonight, you ..... Richard there.
   A/ may have met
   B/ might have met
   C/ might meet
   D/ may have been met

29. ..... set off ten minutes early in case there is a lot of traffic.
   A/ You'd better
   B/ You'd rather to
   C/ You prefer
   D/ You'd better to

30. Are you trying to ..... a fool of me?
    A/ make
    B/ doing
    C/ do
    D/ making

31. As you walk down the street, you'll see the church ..... 
    A/ left
    B/ on the left
    C/ by the left
    D/ from left

32. You're late again, as ..... 
    A/ usually
    B/ usual
    C/ normally
    D/ daily

33. We started early ..... to miss the worst of the traffic.
    A/ so that
    B/ in so far
    C/ in order
    D/ so long as

34. ..... the time you get to the theatre, the play will have finished.
    A/ By
    B/ On
    C/ Until
    D/ In

35. He has ..... friends in London and he gets rather lonely.
    A/ none
    B/ a little
    C/ plenty
    D/ few

36. Charles D. ..... on 9 June 1870.
    A/ died
    B/ dead
    C/ death
    D/ die

37. The earth ..... on its axis once every twenty-four hours.
    A/ revolved
    B/ revolves
    C/ is revolving
    D/ has revolved

38. In Britain the ..... are all painted red.
    A/ letters boxes
    B/ letters box
    C/ letters' boxes
    D/ letter boxes

39. Don't forget to take ..... water with you.
    A/ bottles
    B/ bottle
    C/ bottle of the
    D/ a bottle of

40. They went so unwillingly to school. They were ..... unwilling students.
    A/ so
    B/ such
    C/ such an
    D/ so much

41. How ..... you manage to get there so quickly?
    A/ have
    B/ had
    C/ used
    D/ did

42. They'll hurt ..... if we don't stop them fighting.
    A/ one the other
    B/ each the other
    C/ each other
    D/ one to another

43. I can't afford a TV so we'll just have to do ..... one for the moment.
    A/ down
    B/ without
    C/ up with
    D/ up

44. Nobody's accusing you ..... the watch.
    A/ with stealing
    B/ from stealing
    C/ of stealing
    D/ to steal

45. I ..... rung you earlier but all the boxes were occupied.
    A/ had
    B/ have had
    C/ have
    D/ would have

46. When I looked into the bread basket to find some bread, I saw that there was ..... left.
    A/ no other
    B/ not a one
    C/ none other
    D/ none

47. The doctor ..... said he had malaria.
    A/ to that he want
    B/ whom he went
    C/ to whom he went to
    D/ that he want to

48. What a ..... that your father is ill again.
    A/ pity
    B/ sorrow
    C/ sadness
    D/ pain

49. if only he ..... help us by talking directly to the boss.
    A/ will
    B/ should
    C/ might
    D/ could

50. The man was ..... of murder.
    A/ charged
    B/ sentenced
    C/ accused
    D/ arrested
1. Have you suffered from any serious illness.....?
   A/ a long time ago
   B/ up till now
   C/ in the future
   D/ when you were young

2. You should take an umbrella with you in case it .....;
   A/ rains
   B/ will rain
   C/ might rain
   D/ may rain

3. When I was a child, I ..... football every day.
   A/ used playing
   B/ was used to play
   C/ used play
   D/ used to play

4. I didn't expect ..... it for long.
   A/ for me to survive
   B/ that I would survive
   C/ that I survive
   D/ surviving

5. The office ..... I work is on the third floor.
   A/ in that
   B/ which
   C/ that
   D/ where

6. Molly hasn't got your money. Jack hasn't got .....;
   A/ it too
   B/ them too
   C/ it either
   D/ some too

7. He ..... the office when I arrived.
   A/ was leaving
   B/ should leave
   C/ has left
   D/ has been leaving

8. Robert surprised everyone when he ..... the job of office manager.
   A/ turned down
   B/ turned over
   C/ turned back
   D/ turned away

9. ..... he was sleeping, they stole his clothes.
   A/ So
   B/ Until
   C/ While
   D/ Time

10. It's time .....;
    A/ that we go
    B/ for us going
    C/ we should go
    D/ we went

11. John asked where ..... the exam.
    A/ we would have taken
    B/ we would be taking
    C/ would we be taking
    D/ could we take

12. He ..... if he hadn't forgotten his medicine.
    A/ wouldn't have died
    B/ won't die
    C/ hadn't died
    D/ hasn't died

13. Would you mind if I ..... the window?
    A/ were opening
    B/ opened
    C/ did open
    D/ was open

14. I was ..... angry to argue with him.
    A/ very
    B/ quite
    C/ too
    D/ so

15. There is no possibility ..... the world record.
    A/ of breaking
    B/ how to break
    C/ breaking
    D/ to break

16. I'm a self-employed man. I have ..... business of my own.
    A/ some
    B/ the
    C/ a
    D/ -

17. Who ..... my umbrella?
    A/ found
    B/ did find
    C/ fined
    D/ found

18. The pilot was able to make ..... for the loss of time due to the delay.
    A/ over
    B/ up
    C/ on
    D/ to

    A/ you did
    B/ have you done
    C/ you have been doing
    D/ are you doing

20. What ..... on Sunday next? Have a look at your diary.
    A/ are you doing
    B/ do you do
    C/ you will do
    D/ will you do

21. My watch has gone. Someone must ..... it.
    A/ take
    B/ have taken
    C/ be taking
    D/ took

22. They gave me ..... advice about what to say in the interview
    A/ a
    B/ plenty of
    C/ few
    D/ some of

23. ..... the problems are numerous, we must still try to solve them.
    A/ In order that
    B/ Although
    C/ Since
    D/ In spite of

24. Is ..... I can do to help?
    A/ anything there
    B/ there anything
    C/ it anything here
    D/ anything

25. The first question must ..... before you attempt the others.
    A/ have answered
    B/ to answer
    C/ be answered
    D/ answer
26. The lights aren’t working. I think there must be a mistake in the wiring.
   A/ fault         B/ error
   C/ mistake       D/ error

27. You better be careful not to miss the train!
   A/ had          B/ did
   C/ would        D/ were known

28. I wish the answer!
   A/ knew         B/ would know
   C/ knew         D/ he arriving

29. Don’t expect early. He’s always late.
   A/ him to arrive B/ to arrive him
   C/ to his arriving D/ they were

30. You can switch off the TV. It.
   A/ I watch      B/ I watched
   C/ I’m not watching D/ I’m watching

31. Last Sunday thousands of people on the beach.
   A/ there were   B/ it was
   C/ there was    D/ they were

32. You won’t know if this fits you until you try it on.
   A/ are trying   B/ have tried
   C/ had tried    D/ will try

33. He manages to visit his mother Saturday.
   A/ other every  B/ every the other
   C/ every other  D/ another every

34. Let’s go for a walk. we?
   A/ do           B/ shall
   C/ will         D/ must

35. It wasn’t a good meal as she had promised to us.
   A/ such         B/ such a
   C/ so a         D/ so

36. I’m trying to get this sentence right.
   A/ hard         B/ well
   C/ very much    D/ hardly

37. The you work, the better the result.
   A/ harder       B/ hardly
   C/ hard         D/ more hardly

38. I lock the door for you?
   A/ Need         B/ Shall
   C/ Ought        D/ Will

39. The man car you borrowed needs it tomorrow.
   A/ that         B/ whose
   C/ his          D/ what

40. The president his intention to retire before the next elections.
   A/ promised     B/ told
   C/ informed     D/ announced

41. You aren’t to smoke in here. It’s a no-smoking compartment.
   A/ allowed      B/ obliged
   C/ let          D/ commanded

42. I think Sally is quite her sister.
   A/ prettier     B/ as pretty
   C/ as pretty as D/ as pretty than

43. I have brought you flowers for your birthday.
   A/ a little     B/ few
   C/ a few        D/ much

44. I you now if I could.
   A/ would help   B/ am helping
   C/ helped       D/ help

45. I left a farewell note on the table my father would not worry about my absence.
   A/ unless       B/ until
   C/ for          D/ so that

46. If you don’t hurry, we’ll be late and it won’t be my.
   A/ error        B/ blame
   C/ fault        D/ misfortune

47. I always wear a seat-belt I have an accident.
   A/ in case      B/ if
   C/ when         D/ unless

48. I am not in the least about the strike in the factory.
   A/ regarded     B/ aware
   C/ interested   D/ concerned

49. Please make sure you see them.
   A/ remind       B/ congratulate
   C/ remember     D/ great

50. Mr. Young was the packing department of the shop.
   A/ at charge for B/ on charge from
   C/ in charge of D/ with charge to
1. It took about twenty minutes ..... to the station.  
   A/ that he got     B/ for him to get     C/ that he went     D/ to him to get
2. I must dash to the bank before it .....  
   A/ won't shut     B/ shuts     C/ shut     D/ will shut
3. I gave her all the money ..... I had.  
   A/ what     B/ -     C/ where     D/ everything
4. Stop ..... please. I have a terrible headache.  
   A/ to smoke     B/ smoking     C/ having smoked.     D/ smoke
5. My father ..... George quite well; they were introduced at a wedding.  
   A/ had been knowing     B/ knows     C/ is knowing     D/ was knowing
6. Everyone felt ..... for Mr Atkins when he lost his job at the factory.  
   A/ sorry     B/ discontent     C/ sad     D/ unhappy
7. She says it's 11 o'clock, but it ..... that late, surely?  
   A/ hasn't to be     B/ can be     C/ mustn't be     D/ can't be
8. She decided to go to the enquiry desk ..... out when her train left.  
   A/ for find     B/ finding     C/ to find     D/ for finding
9. I'd better ..... one of my pills. I think I've got a headache coming on.  
   A/ take     B/ to take     C/ not to have taken     D/ taken
10. He speaks German well ..... he has never been to Germany.  
    A/ if even     B/ even     C/ however     D/ even though
11. The statue ..... in the gale.  
    A/ felt over     B/ was falling over     C/ was fallen over     D/ fell over
12. I can't remember what she ..... to me.  
    A/ told     B/ say     C/ said     D/ tell
13. I've never been ..... insulted in my life.  
    A/ much     B/ quite     C/ so     D/ such
14. Please, write your name ..... not pencil.  
    A/ by a pen     B/ with pen     C/ in pen     D/ out of pen
15. I didn't enjoy the film and .....  
    A/ Henry didn't also     B/ neither did Henry     C/ so did Henry     D/ Henry as well as
16. She ..... a nurse for three years when she decided to qualify as a doctor.  
    A/ had been     B/ is     C/ is being     D/ has been
17. Big gardens seem like a nice idea, but they need ..... after.  
    A/ being looked     B/ to look     C/ to be looking     D/ looking
18. I wasn't there and ..... was Mary.  
    A/ or     B/ either     C/ too     D/ neither
19. By the time the book is finished, he ..... an agent.  
    A/ had found     B/ will have found     C/ found     D/ was finding
20. I ..... this coat for very long.  
    A/ haven't been having     B/ wasn't having     C/ haven't had     D/ hadn't
21. These letters ..... by the secretary.  
    A/ will be typing     B/ are typing     C/ will be typed     D/ type
22. She ..... unless he had frightened her.  
    A/ won't scream     B/ hadn't screamed     C/ hasn't screamed     D/ wouldn't have screamed
23. You will not succeed ..... working harder.  
    A/ without     B/ unless     C/ although     D/ if
24. Steve's off to China, ..... ?  
    A/ isn't he     B/ has he     C/ isn't     D/ hasn't he
25. This ring is made of ..... gold.  
    A/ a     B/ the     C/ -     D/ plenty
26. Have you any objections ....... this new road scheme?
   A/ at  B/ to  C/ with  D/ for
27. She is a good secretary but she is kept ....... by her ignorance of languages.
   A/ back  B/ under  C/ in  D/ up
28. This is a photograph of the school I ....... when I lived in Swindon.
   A/ used to attending  B/ used to attend  C/ was used attending  D/ was used to attend
29. We're going to miss this train ....... we hurry up.
   A/ provided  B/ unless  C/ if  D/ in spite of
30. The climate ....... more extreme if the town were a long way from the sea.
   A/ would be  B/ was being  C/ was  D/ will be
31. Nobody needs to worry. You ....... of all.
   A/ less  B/ least  C/ little  D/ most
32. John hasn't got ....... money, but he's got a lot of books.
   A/ a  B/ some  C/ much  D/ many
33. When did he have .......?
   A/ amputated his leg  B/ his leg to be amputated  C/ his leg amputated  D/ to amputate his leg
34. I wish I ....... on holiday last week.
   A/ had been  B/ would have been  C/ didn't go  D/ was
35. The librarian went to look in the cupboard ....... rare books were kept.
   A/ which  B/ there  C/ that  D/ where
36. He said he ....... at eight o'clock, but it is already a quarter to nine.
   A/ will be coming  B/ would come  C/ is coming  D/ will come
37. Don't panic! We've got ....... time.
   A/ plenty of  B/ many  C/ lots  D/ several
38. Tom refused ....... me any money.
   A/ to borrow  B/ to lend  C/ lend  D/ lending
39. Children who go up escalators should always be accompanied ....... an adult.
   A/ beside  B/ with  C/ by  D/ from
40. As there was a power cut in the hospital, the surgeon had to ....... the operation.
   A/ call out  B/ call on  C/ call off  D/ call for
41. The house ....... had few surprises for Mr Bolton.
   A/ by its own  B/ for itself  C/ as itself  D/ itself
42. JFK made Americans ....... that America was still a youthful country.
   A/ realize  B/ realizing  C/ being realized  D/ to realize
43. ....... from collecting shells, he also enjoys looking for fossils.
   A/ Besides  B/ Apart  C/ Excluded  D/ Except
44. Ugh! ....... a huge spider in the bath.
   A/ Its  B/ There's  C/ He's  D/ It's
45. She speaks ....... for me to hear her.
   A/ quietly enough  B/ rather quietly  C/ too quietly  D/ so quietly
46. You've been travelling all day. You ....... very tired.
   A/ shouldn't be  B/ can't have been  C/ must be  D/ must have been
47. Four ....... three equals twelve.
   A/ multiplied  B/ by  C/ across  D/ times
48. The cost of a hotel room doesn't usually ....... the price of breakfast.
   A/ include  B/ share  C/ hold  D/ contain
49. ....... you work here the more you'll earn.
   A/ The more  B/ The longer  C/ How many more  D/ The much long
50. Please give me ....... bread. I'm so hungry.
   A/ piece  B/ no  C/ a piece of  D/ a
1. It's time we .... this old car and bought a new one.
   A/ will sell           B/ had sold            C/ have sold            D/ sold
2. When we got to school, we .... the bell.
   A/ heard             B/ listened           C/ were listening       D/ were hearing
3. I'm looking for my purse. Tom, you haven't seen my purse, ..... ?
   A/ have you            B/ aren't I          C/ had you             D/ do I
4. "Whose is this house?" "It's ....... ."
   A/ our one          B/ our                 C/ ours                D/ ours one
5. He couldn't make the radio ..... .
   A/ to work           B/ work               C/ working             D/ worked
6. Many Swedes are good ..... skiing.
   A/ in              B/ at                   C/ to                 D/ for
7. If the greengrocer has some bananas ..... buy some please?
   A/ would you         B/ you will          C/ you should         D/ shall you
8. He used to ..... tennis everyday until he broke his ankle.
   A/ play              B/ be playing         C/ playing            D/ played
9. I wish you ..... put your clothes on the floor all the time. It drives me mad.
   A/ would            B/ wouldn't           C/ won't              D/ don't
10. Please give me ..... milk. I'm thirsty.
    A/ a few           B/ little              C/ a little            D/ any more
11. The government introduced a wage freeze ..... inflation might be brought under control.
    A/ while            B/ so that            C/ although           D/ because
12. She returned to the shop to buy the skirt but found that they ..... it.
    A/ have sold       B/ had sold           C/ sold                D/ would have sold
13. I had two eggs for breakfast and ..... of them was fresh.
    A/ both             B/ neither           C/ either              D/ not one
14. After dinner, the President got up to ..... a short speech.
    A/ tell             B/ hold               C/ make               D/ provide
15. We apologize to passengers for the delay in our journey. This is ..... water on the tracks.
    A/ for              B/ according to        C/ due to             D/ from
16. Do you want ..... with you or do you want to go alone?
    A/ me to come       B/ that I come         C/ that I will come    D/ me coming
17. You'd better leave for the airport now ..... there's a lot of traffic on the way.
    A/ in time         B/ in order            C/ in case            D/ in fact
18. Now he ..... a book about New Guinea. I don't suppose he will finish it.
    A/ is writing      B/ has written       C/ writes              D/ wrote
19. She turned ..... all the lights which had been left on.
    A/ away            B/ off                 C/ on                  D/ by
20. You ..... to call before it gets too late.
    A/ mustn't           B/ daren't            C/ ought               D/ had better
21. That man reminds me ..... my history teacher.
    A/ on             B/ about                C/ from                D/ of
22. You expect something to happen when a cat ..... a mouse.
    A/ is seeing      B/ will see            C/ saw                 D/ sees
23. When is the post ..... ?
    A/ delivering      B/ been delivered    C/ be delivered        D/ delivered
24. I was running ..... to be there in time.
    A/ so fast as I could            B/ as fast as I could       C/ as fast as I may      D/ so fast as I may
25. I couldn't resist having another slice of cake even ..... I was supposed to be losing weight.
    A/ otherwise       B/ though             C/ although             D/ however
26. We very carefully because the road was icy in several places.
   A/ have to drive      B/ must have been driven      C/ must drive      D/ had to drive

27. The plane was a very modern jet fighter.
   A/ it      B/ which it      C/ that it has      D/ that

28. I saw you with Jane the other day; how long .... her?
   A/ have you known      B/ did you know      C/ do you know      D/ have you been knowing

29. "When away?" "Next week."
   A/ have they gone      B/ have they been      C/ are they going      D/ they are going

30. I bought this grammar book I could go over all the things we have studied this year.
   A/ seeing that      B/ so far as      C/ so that      D/ that

31. I think that car of yours needs ....
   A/ to repair      B/ repairing      C/ be repaired      D/ being repaired

32. He speaks .... he had toothache, but he hasn't.
   A/ how      B/ so as      C/ as      D/ as if

33. There wasn't .... they could do to stop the fire.
   A/ nothing      B/ everything      C/ anything      D/ something

34. I haven't seen Joe ...., I wonder if he is ill.
   A/ previously      B/ lately      C/ beforehand      D/ earlier

35. If I .... a lot of money, I'd take a long holiday.
   A/ win      B/ would win      C/ won      D/ have won

36. If you .... to London tomorrow, telephone me first.
   A/ are going      B/ had been going      C/ were going      D/ will go

37. The team lost their last football .... of the season.
   A/ match      B/ play      C/ contest      D/ set

38. You can't have .... you like.
   A/ all which      B/ everything what      C/ everything      D/ all what

39. If you want to pass your exams, you need .... more.
   A/ to study      B/ studies      C/ studying      D/ being studied

40. We never had .... good weather when we were on holiday.
   A/ so a      B/ such a      C/ so      D/ such

41. You .... better ring him straight away.
   A/ should      B/ had      C/ must      D/ would

42. Before we arrived at the party, all our friends ....
   A/ had left      B/ were left      C/ were left      D/ had been left

43. By raising their weapons the men showed their .... to continue the fight.
   A/ readily      B/ were ready      C/ readiness      D/ ready

44. Father says that .... is 20 miles to London.
   A/ this      B/ here      C/ there      D/ it

45. The better their performance, .... they get to breaking the world record.
   A/ close      B/ the closer      C/ closer      D/ more closely

46. I don't understand. I am .... to know what you mean.
   A/ in suspense      B/ at a loss      C/ at fault      D/ in doubt

47. The furniture for their house has cost them a large .... of money.
   A/ amount      B/ a lot      C/ piece      D/ number

48. If he had done what I said, he ....
   A/ has won      B/ was winning      C/ had won      D/ would have won

49. Turn the television .... before you leave the house.
   A/ away      B/ off      C/ over      D/ out

50. The table was so heavy I could .... lift it.
   A/ even      B/ nearly      C/ almost      D/ hardly
1. She'd never met him before .....? No, that was the first time.  
   A/ she  
   B/ had she  
   C/ has she  
   D/ did she

2. He ..... that the people he works with are all very helpful.  
   A/ says  
   B/ tells  
   C/ talks  
   D/ speaks

3. This is the most boring TV programme ..... Can't we see what's on the other channel?  
   A/ I am seeing  
   B/ I have never seen  
   C/ I had been seeing  
   D/ I have ever seen

4. I've got ..... good news for you about exams.  
   A/ a  
   B/ a few  
   C/ the  
   D/ some

5. Is there ..... for everyone?  
   A/ lots wine  
   B/ too wine  
   C/ enough wine  
   D/ enough of wine

6. He wore thick gloves and a scarf to protect him ..... the cold.  
   A/ for  
   B/ at  
   C/ by  
   D/ from

7. He spoke so fast that I couldn't understand ..... he was talking about.  
   A/ how  
   B/ what  
   C/ which  
   D/ that

8. I won't tell anyone ..... happened.  
   A/ whichever  
   B/ that  
   C/ the thing what  
   D/ what

9. We ..... our bodies every day.  
   A/ should wash  
   B/ ought wash  
   C/ ought washing  
   D/ should to wash

10. My grandmother is still very active ..... her age.  
    A/ despite  
    B/ although  
    C/ in spite  
    D/ though

11. He works slowly and carefully .....  
    A/ as how I do  
    B/ how I do  
    C/ as I do  
    D/ as if I do

12. Lack of funds prevented him ..... with his studies.  
    A/ continue  
    B/ with continuing  
    C/ from continuing  
    D/ to continue

13. He was so tired that he ..... asleep in the chair.  
    A/ went  
    B/ fell  
    C/ became  
    D/ dropped

14. The man sitting next to me on the plane was nervous because he ..... before.  
    A/ wasn't flying  
    B/ hasn't flown  
    C/ didn't fly  
    D/ hadn't flown

15. In retrospect, I wish I ..... my companions more carefully.  
    A/ choose  
    B/ had chosen  
    C/ have chosen  
    D/ chose

16. He's gone. I saw him .....  
    A/ leaves  
    B/ left  
    C/ leave  
    D/ to leave

17. All the people at the meeting expressed their ..... of the new arrangements.  
    A/ approval  
    B/ satisfaction  
    C/ agreement  
    D/ pleasure

18. Hurry up! They've only got ..... seats left.  
    A/ a lot of  
    B/ plenty of  
    C/ a few  
    D/ a little

19. The police caught him ..... a house.  
    A/ break into  
    B/ break his way into  
    C/ breaking into  
    D/ to break into

20. I disagree. My ideas are entirely opposite ..... yours.  
    A/ from  
    B/ against  
    C/ of  
    D/ to

21. He ..... me to take a lawyer to court with me.  
    A/ threatened  
    B/ suggested  
    C/ advised  
    D/ insisted

22. Professor Smith will guide you ..... the difficulties of geography.  
    A/ through  
    B/ against  
    C/ along  
    D/ away

23. Will you refuse ..... to the meeting?  
    A/ to him to go  
    B/ to go  
    C/ going  
    D/ him going

24. The food at the party was horrible. I've never eaten ..... awful food!  
    A/ such  
    B/ so  
    C/ such a  
    D/ such an

25. He is reading The Times today, but on Fridays he ..... The New Statesman.  
    A/ had read  
    B/ was reading  
    C/ reads  
    D/ is reading
26. My younger sister is very lively and so she loves going out, but I’m ..... and prefer to stay at home.
   A/ much more quieter  B/ much quiet  C/ much quieter  D/ more quieter

27. This is ..... that.
   A/ the same as  B/ different that  C/ the same that  D/ the different from

28. She’s old, and can’t climb the stairs on ..... .
   A/ one own  B/ her alone  C/ her own  D/ herself

29. “I love Spanish food.” “ ..... .”
   A/ So love I  B/ I don’t  C/ Nor do I  D/ I love not

30. ..... buying their new car, they cannot afford a new freezer.
   A/ For  B/ When  C/ Because  D/ After

31. He will explain it to you when he ..... back.
   A/ will have come  B/ comes  C/ will come  D/ would come

32. ..... of the two football teams scored a goal, so the final result was a draw.
   A/ Neither  B/ Not any  C/ None  D/ No one

33. This is a word I have never come ..... before.
   A/ on  B/ across  C/ through  D/ to

34. Edward ..... goes to bed before midnight.
   A/ hardly ever  B/ almost ever  C/ seldom never  D/ hardly never

35. While Sheila was in Paris, she ..... a lot of French.
   A/ took in  B/ put away  C/ got around  D/ picked up

36. I ..... if I had known about it.
   A/ would not come  B/ would come  C/ would have come  D/ came

37. The more electricity you use, ..... .
   A/ the higher your bill will be  B/ higher your bill is  C/ the higher bill it will be  D/ the higher will be your bill

38. I promise that I ..... to work on time every morning in future.
   A/ would get  B/ get  C/ will get  D/ am getting

39. I felt very homesick when I moved to another country. But I soon got ..... abroad.
   A/ used living  B/ to use living  C/ used life  D/ used to living

40. Linda is married ..... an American.
   A/ by  B/ with  C/ to  D/ in

41. The farmer decided to plant some more seeds while it ..... .
   A/ has still rained  B/ had still been raining  C/ still rains  D/ was still raining

42. You can’t have ..... because I want them all.
   A/ none  B/ something  C/ a one  D/ one

43. There is no trace of the ship. It must have ..... to the bottom of the sea.
   A/ sunk  B/ sank  C/ sink  D/ sunken

44. What a lovely dress ..... on.
   A/ you’ve got  B/ do you have  C/ have you  D/ have you got

45. “All these photographs ..... with a very cheap camera,” he said.
   A/ have taken  B/ had taken  C/ were taking  D/ were taken

46. The strike will last for a week. That’s what ..... people believe.
   A/ most of  B/ most  C/ the most of  D/ the more

47. If you paint this picture well, they ..... it in the exhibition.
   A/ hung  B/ will hang  C/ would hang  D/ will have hung

48. If I knew it, I ..... you.
   A/ will tell  B/ would have told  C/ would tell  D/ tell

49. You ..... keep a box of matches handy in case the lights go out again.
   A/ ought  B/ should rather  C/ had better to  D/ had better

50. He used to write to me regularly, but I ..... from him for two years now.
   A/ didn’t hear  B/ haven’t heard  C/ hadn’t heard  D/ heard
1. "What is Peter like?" "He ...... .
A/ is liking tennis  B/ is very nice  C/ like football  D/ is very well

2. Mary bought ...... .
A/ for Peter a pen  B/ to Peter a pen  C/ a pen to Peter  D/ a pen for Peter

3. Well, I think it's time we ...... on our way.
A/ have been  B/ were  C/ will be  D/ are

4. I don't expect ...... again until next Tuesday.
A/ to see her  B/ to see her  C/ her to see  D/ her seeing

5. We cannot pay you unless we are sure that this is his ...... on the cheque.
A/ letter  B/ firm  C/ mark  D/ signature

6. ...... that the world record for this event is almost impossible to beat.
A/ There seems  B/ It looks  C/ Seemingly  D/ It seems

7. There wasn't ...... news in his letter.
A/ a large number of  B/ hardly any  C/ a great many  D/ a great deal of

8. There is some ink in my bottle but there is ...... in yours.
A/ none  B/ not one  C/ any  D/ no any

9. There was a suitcase ...... mine on the luggage rack.
A/ as  B/ the same that  C/ similar as  D/ like

10. Because of heavy rain the game was put ...... for a few days.
A/ out  B/ away  C/ up  D/ off

11. Could you give me a hand with ...... the table?
A/ laying  B/ to lay  C/ to lie  D/ lying

A/ such a  B/ so  C/ such a lot  D/ such

13. He went to work ...... he felt unwell.
A/ despite  B/ except  C/ although  D/ in spite of

14. An old lady has ...... down by a car.
A/ been knocking  B/ knocked  C/ knocking  D/ been knocked

15. Let's go to the cinema, ...... ?
A/ let we  B/ do we  C/ shall we  D/ will you

16. We last met three years ...... .
A/ early  B/ previous  C/ ago  D/ past

17. U.S. Steel Corp. said it ...... an agreement to buy the largest Serbian steel company.
A/ was signed  B/ had signed  C/ signed  D/ had been signed

18. The other day I came ...... an advert for a job you might be interested in.
A/ around  B/ through  C/ over  D/ across

19. For a fortnight each summer, we ...... to rent the same house by the sea.
A/ were used  B/ had been used  C/ used  D/ got used

20. I don't like tea, so I ...... coffee for breakfast.
A/ had generally drunk  B/ am generally drinking  C/ generally drink  D/ was generally drinking

21. Could you pass me ...... salt?
A/ these  B/ the  C/ an  D/ a

A/ go  B/ that we should go  C/ to go  D/ we going

23. If the firemen ...... the correct address, they would have got to the fire more quickly.
A/ were having  B/ had had  C/ would have  D/ have had

24. Have you any objections ...... this new road scheme?
A/ at  B/ to  C/ with  D/ for

25. If it ...... too much trouble, I'd love a cup of coffee.
A/ weren't  B/ was  C/ may not be  D/ hadn't been
26. I am disappointed in you. You have done ....... to help me.
   A/ very least  B/ a little  C/ very small  D/ very little
27. I'd like to congratulate you ....... your recent engagement.
   A/ of  B/ about  C/ on  D/ for
28. You asked me to ....... you to post the letter.
   A/ remember  B/ remark  C/ recall  D/ remind
29. She made up a story ....... all the characters were animals.
   A/ on which  B/ which  C/ its  D/ in which
30. After ....... for a long walk this morning everyone got very hungry at lunchtime.
   A/ having walked  B/ he has gone  C/ going  D/ him going
31. If it ....... I will play croquet with Margaret.
   A/ is sun  B/ is sunny  C/ will be of sun  D/ will be sun
32. She is afraid of ....... contact with new people.
   A/ making  B/ having done  C/ doing  D/ have made
33. Be careful you don't ....... your keys!
   A/ lose  B/ lost  C/ loose  D/ loosen
34. Peter and John don't like each other and I made the mistake of inviting them ....... to my party.
   A/ any  B/ every  C/ both  D/ either
35. I'll come and see you later on ....... I have the time.
   A/ if  B/ otherwise  C/ in case  D/ unless
36. I don't know where he lives now, he left this area many years .......
   A/ ago  B/ away  C/ before  D/ for
37. I'll write to you when I ....... in Brazil.
   A/ arrive  B/ will arrive  C/ arrived  D/ will have arrived
38. Queen Victoria, who died in 1901, ....... her husband.
   A/ loved  B/ was loving  C/ has been loving  D/ has loved
39. A guard is never ....... the gates of the palace.
   A/ away  B/ distant  C/ far away  D/ far from
40. It's your own fault that you are so tired. You ....... have stayed up so late last night.
   A/ mustn't  B/ needn't  C/ couldn't  D/ shouldn't
41. I'd rather you ....... smoke, if you don't mind.
   A/ didn't  B/ wouldn't  C/ don't  D/ shouldn't
42. We're good friends. We ....... each other for a long time.
   A/ have been knowing  B/ have known  C/ knew  D/ known
43. I haven't met him yet and I don't know .......
   A/ how he is  B/ what is he like  C/ how is he  D/ what is he like
44. When there are small children around, it is better to put breakable ornaments out of .......
   A/ place  B/ hold  C/ reach  D/ hand
45. I wish I ....... speak French fluently.
   A/ could  B/ should  C/ can  D/ would
46. At the end of the meeting, they decided ....... a conference in two weeks' time.
   A/ to have  B/ with having  C/ having  D/ for having
47. Oh dear, I don't ....... to have any money with me.
   A/ seem  B/ believe  C/ think  D/ imagine
48. He won't be satisfied till you ....... his questions.
   A/ will answer  B/ answer  C/ answered  D/ don't answer
49. What was wrong with you? Why ....... go to hospital?
   A/ had you to  B/ needed you  C/ did you have to  D/ must you
50. JFK made Americans ....... that America was still a youthful country.
   A/ realize  B/ realizing  C/ being realized  D/ to realize
1. difficulties in getting tickets, in the end we succeeded.  
   A/ Given  B/ In spite  C/ Despite  D/ Although

2. He'd rather ..... to prison than pay the fine.  
   A/ go  B/ going  C/ to go  D/ should go

3. Is there ..... at all I can do to help?  
   A/ everything  B/ anything  C/ no one  D/ someone

4. She helped him ..... one of his old bookcases up the stairs.  
   A/ to carrying  B/ carry  C/ carrying  D/ for carrying

5. ..... a sharp increase in the number of burglaries in this area recently.  
   A/ There has been  B/ It has been  C/ It is  D/ There will be

6. If you give him the keys, my servant ..... your car tomorrow.  
   A/ will wash  B/ would be washing  C/ is washing  D/ washes

7. We are ..... by doctors to eat more natural food for the sake of our health.  
   A/ advised  B/ proposed  C/ informed  D/ suggested

8. You can keep those magazines. You ..... give them back to me.  
   A/ don't have  B/ needn't  C/ must  D/ don't need

9. "Do you mind if I open the window?" ..... " ..... "  
   A/ No, of course not  B/ Yes, please  C/ No, thank you  D/ Yes, of course

10. She's got a flat in London as ..... as her cottage in Wales.  
    A/ well  B/ also  C/ extra  D/ plus

11. If he ..... his seat belt, he wouldn't have been fined.  
    A/ didn't fasten  B/ had fastened  C/ hadn't fastened  D/ would fasten

12. There are ..... when I have to work very hard.  
    A/ a long time  B/ from time to time  C/ times  D/ at times

13. Please would you ..... me where the railway station is.  
    A/ explain  B/ tell  C/ point  D/ say

14. It was a boring weekend. ..... anything.  
    A/ I did  B/ I didn't do  C/ I didn't  D/ I don't do

15. Is he married or ..... ?  
    A/ single  B/ solitary  C/ free  D/ alone

16. The rent ..... regularly until the roof fell in.  
    A/ was having paid  B/ will be paid  C/ was paid  D/ paying

17. Why do they ..... talking about money all the time?  
    A/ take after  B/ side with  C/ work off  D/ keep on

18. I wish the weather were better! .....  
    A/ I'd sooner it did  B/ If only it were  C/ I'd rather it was  D/ It's high time it had!

19. There are enough sandwiches here ..... feed the whole town!  
    A/ for  B/ to  C/ so  D/ as

20. You'll find the travel agency ..... the end of the street.  
    A/ in  B/ by  C/ on  D/ at

21. I could not take ..... the lecture at all. It was too difficult for me.  
    A/ in  B/ off  C/ out  D/ on

22. I wonder ..... like to travel by Concord.  
    A/ how it is  B/ what it is  C/ what it is  D/ that it is

23. Can I ..... your phone, please?  
    A/ use  B/ lend  C/ pick  D/ lift

24. ..... clever idea!  
    A/ How  B/ So  C/ What a  D/ What

25. She decided she ought to do the work at once ..... he phoned her later in the evening and asked for it.  
    A/ in case  B/ if  C/ unless  D/ otherwise
26. The student .... book! I still have can come to collect it after the lesson.  
   A/ his  
   B/ who  
   C/ whose  
   D/ what  

27. The food at the party was horrible. I've never eaten .... awful food! 
   A/ such  
   B/ so  
   C/ such a  
   D/ such an  

28. There are many people looking for work but .... job vacancies.  
   A/ little  
   B/ few  
   C/ a few  
   D/ hardly  

29. When she saw the clouds, she went back to the house to .... her umbrella.  
   A/ fetch  
   B/ carry  
   C/ gather  
   D/ reach  

30. I am unable to come to the meeting on Monday evening, please apologize .... my absence.  
   A/ in  
   B/ for  
   C/ ...  
   D/ at  

31. I'll take down your name and address in case you .... as a witness.  
   A/ are needed  
   B/ will be needing  
   C/ need  
   D/ will need  

32. .... many people at the party, just a few old friends.  
   A/ have met  
   B/ haven't met  
   C/ didn't meet  
   D/ met  

33. You look very tired. It's time you .... a rest.  
   A/ should  
   B/ to have  
   C/ have  
   D/ had  

34. You are asked .... while walking round the building.  
   A/ not talk to me  
   B/ not talking  
   C/ not to talk  
   D/ not talk  

35. He's never been away for this long before, .... ?  
   A/ has he  
   B/ isn't he  
   C/ hasn't he  
   D/ is he  

36. It was a great party last night. You .... come. Why didn't you?  
   A/ must have  
   B/ should have  
   C/ ought to  
   D/ had to  

37. I .... put my money there if I didn't think it was safe.  
   A/ hadn't  
   B/ wouldn't  
   C/ oughtn't  
   D/ didn't  

38. Betty, I'm not surprised she won the prize.  
   A/ To be knowing  
   B/ Knowing  
   C/ To know  
   D/ To have known  

39. This car is in .... condition than that one.  
   A/ bad  
   B/ the bad  
   C/ the worst  
   D/ worse  

40. It's because economists are .... nature more selfish than the average person.  
   A/ by  
   B/ to  
   C/ on  
   D/ in  

41. The police officer stopped us and asked us where ....  
   A/ we are going  
   B/ are we going  
   C/ were we going  
   D/ we were going  

42. There are chestnut trees on .... side of the path.  
   A/ other  
   B/ either  
   C/ both  
   D/ double  

43. Jane usually does the shopping, but I .... it today as she isn't well.  
   A/ does  
   B/ do  
   C/ is doing  
   D/ am doing  

44. Can you look after the children while I .... out?  
   A/ being  
   B/ was  
   C/ am  
   D/ will be  

45. You have to work very .... if you want to finish the project by Friday.  
   A/ hard  
   B/ hardest  
   C/ hardly  
   D/ harder  

46. I .... three years ago.  
   A/ finished for smoking  
   B/ finished in smoking  
   C/ stopped smoking  
   D/ stopped to smoke  

47. She's used .... in the city. She does it every day.  
   A/ drive  
   B/ to drive  
   C/ driving  
   D/ to driving  

48. .... jacket is this?  
   A/ Whose  
   B/ Who  
   C/ Of whom  
   D/ Who's  

49. Look, it's starting .......  
   A/ raining  
   B/ rain  
   C/ to raining  
   D/ to rain  

50. .... of all the staff, I'd like to wish you a happy retirement.  
   A/ On behalf  
   B/ instead  
   C/ In place  
   D/ On account
1. I took that faulty kettle back to the shop and asked the assistant if they _____ for me.
   A/ change it   B/ can change it   C/ would change it   D/ might

2. I don't think these curtains _____ very well with the wallpaper.
   A/ go   B/ march   C/ fit   D/ suit

3. What time did you _____ border?
   A/ reach   B/ get   C/ come   D/ arrive

4. Some people marry for _____ and some for money.
   A/ to love   B/ the love   C/ love   D/ a love

5. When I saw the gardener, he _____ cutting down a tree.
   A/ will be   B/ has been   C/ is   D/ was

6. I am going to the supermarket _____ a few things.
   A/ for buying   B/ for buy   C/ in order buy   D/ to buy

7. We went to the station to _____
   A/ see her away   B/ see her off   C/ see her out   D/ seeing her through

8. Poor Jack - he lost his homework, and he _____ do it again.
   A/ ought   B/ needs   C/ has to   D/ shall

9. You'll feel better after you _____ something to eat.
   A/ will have   B/ having   C/ have   D/ are having

10. If you _____ a ghost, how would you react?
    A/ will see   B/ saw   C/ see   D/ would see

11. Who _____ the political party?
    A/ did find   B/ founded   C/ found   D/ has found

12. He _____ everything that was put in front of him, but now he's very fussy.
    A/ got used to eat   B/ was eating   C/ was used to eat   D/ used to eat

13. _____ is your flat like?
    A/ Which   B/ How   C/ What   D/ Where

14. "Something perhaps more practical is what you're looking _____, is it?"
    A/ after   B/ up to   C/ at   D/ for

15. I cannot come at the time _____ you suggested last week.
    A/ what   B/ who   C/ -   D/ when

16. Harold and Emily love _____ and they are going to get married.
    A/ both   B/ either one   C/ each one   D/ each other

17. If you're going to Italy next week, could you please _____ this present to my family?
    A/ bear   B/ fetch   C/ take   D/ lend

18. "_____ this week?" "No, she's on holiday."
    A/ Is Susan working   B/ Does Susan work   C/ Works Susan   D/ Does work Susan

19. If you _____ to London tomorrow, telephone me first.
    A/ are going   B/ had been going   C/ were going   D/ will go

20. He stopped _____ the brakes.
    A/ having checked   B/ check   C/ to check   D/ to have checked

21. It took me _____ to repair the boat.
    A/ an hour's work   B/ an hour work   C/ the work of hour   D/ a work hour

22. I have never met _____ interesting person.
    A/ so a   B/ such   C/ such an   D/ a so

23. It's high time you _____ that you're not the most important person in the world.
    A/ realised   B/ were realised   C/ to realise   D/ should realise

24. I haven't had a reply to that invitation I sent you last week, _____ to my party?
    A/ Shall you come?   B/ Are you coming?   C/ Should you come?   D/ Do you come?

25. Would you mind _____ me a favour?
    A/ to do   B/ to make   C/ doing   D/ making
26. I believe ... this town needs a really super disco.
   A/ as B/ that C/ what D/ how

27. Frozen food should always be ... before it is cooked.
   A/ desolved B/ defrosted C/ softened D/ melted

28. ... stay in touch, won't you?
   A/ You will B/ You did C/ You do D/ You won't

29. The police don't know who ... for the accident.
   A/ will blame B/ to blame C/ blames D/ be blamed

30. I don't think we should wait any longer. They ... that we are expecting them.
   A/ might be forgetting B/ may forget C/ might forget D/ may have forgotten

31. So ... people came to the theatre that they had to cancel the performance.
   A/ a few B/ a little C/ little D/ few

32. You should get a good night's sleep ... much work you have to do.
   A/ whatever B/ however C/ no matter D/ although

33. He was really strange. He didn't talk to ... in his class.
   A/ nobody B/ someone C/ somebody D/ anybody

34. The advertisements are similar ... a Barclay's campaign.
   A/ with B/ by C/ according to D/ to

35. Tom refused ... me any money.
   A/ to borrow B/ to lend C/ lend D/ lending

36. The salesman showed us ... the washing machine.
   A/ how to use B/ to work C/ working of D/ for using

37. Letters ... every day by the postman.
   A/ is delivering B/ is delivered C/ are delivered D/ are delivering

38. If she ... harder, she would have passed that exam.
   A/ studies B/ will study C/ studied D/ had studied

39. John ... me that he was enjoying his new job.
   A/ told B/ tell C/ say D/ said

40. All the children in this family are gifted, but this one is ... gifted of all.
   A/ the less B/ the least C/ little D/ un-

41. I don't know what the road is like now because I ... the place for twenty years.
   A/ don't see B/ was not seeing C/ haven't seen D/ have not been seeing

42. It is over a year ... I visited the dentist.
   A/ when B/ yet C/ past D/ since

43. Her father won't ... her drive his car.
   A/ let B/ allow C/ leave D/ permit

44. As ... as I'm concerned you can do what you like.
   A/ far B/ fare C/ fair D/ fear

45. I'll never forget you as long as I ...
   A/ will live B/ have lived C/ lives D/ live

46. It's not ... waiting in the queue, we'll never get in to see the film.
   A/ value B/ late C/ time D/ worth

47. ... of them understood him.
   A/ None B/ Someone C/ Anyone D/ No one

48. Peter has no sense of order. I wish he ... his clothes lying all over the bathroom floor.
   A/ wouldn't leave B/ leaves C/ doesn't leave D/ wouldn't have left

49. How much do you ...?
   A/ weigh B/ wait C/ weight D/ way

50. It's really dark outside. We'd better ... a torch with us.
   A/ had taken B/ to take C/ took D/ take